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PREFACE

The purpose of the HanfordEnvironmentalDose Reconstruction(HEDR) Pro-.

ject is to estimate doses that individualsmay have received from emissionsof

radioactiveair and water from Hanford Site nuclearfacilities since 1944. A

major objectiveof the HEDR Project is to estimatedoses to the thyroidof

individualswho were exposedto iodine-131by drinkingmilk. The milk was

obtained from cows that ate vegetationcontaminatedby iodine-131released

into the air from Hanford facilities°

To support this work, HEDR Project staff developeda database of his-

toricalenvironmentalmeasurements. This database includes iodine-131concen-

trations for vegetationsamplescollectedaround the Hanford Site since 1945.

To supportthis effort, staff of the HEDR Projectexaminedthe qualityof

historicalvegetationiodine-131measurementsby reconstructingand evaluating

the vegetatiJn samplingand analysismethods used at Hanford in 1945-1947,

when air emissions of iodine-131from Hanfordwere at their peak (Napier

1992). This effort includedcompilingthe radiationcounts-per-minuteper

gram (cpm/g)measurementsof vegetationcollectedin counties around the

Hanford Site in the mid-1940sand estimatingthe uncertaintiesinherentin

using a newly developedmodel to convert (using a predictiveequation)those

cpm/g measurementsto vegetationiodine-131concentrationsin microcuriesper

kilogram (_Ci/kg). lt is anticipatedthat this conversionprocess will

provide improved (less uncertain)values for vegetationiodine-131

concentrations.

8 This report focuseson 1) estimatingthe magnitudeof uncertaintyin the

iodine-131concentrationsobtained using the predictiveequation in Mart

et al. (1993) and 2) determiningwhich parametersin the predictiveequation

may need additional study to reduce those uncertainties. The report also is

intendedto contributeto a better understandingof the concepts,methods, and

complexitiesinvolved in assessinguncertaintiesof model predictions. An

understandingof uncertainty,how it is estimated,and what it means is
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particularlyimportantfor interpretingthe estimateddoses to specific indi-

viduals and populationgroups that will be obtained by HEDR Project staff

using environmentaltransportand dose models.

This report completesHEDR ProjectMilestone0802A. lt is the final

report,replacingthe previous versiondated July 1992. Appendix C is a

record of the TSP comments and BNW responses.
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SUMMARY

The Hanford EnvironmentalDose Reconstruction(HEDR) Project is develop-

ing environmentaltransportand dose models to estimate the doses to individu-

als and populationsfrom exposure to radionuclidesreleased from Hanford

nuclear facilitiessince 1944. The validityof these models will be assessed

in part by comparingmodel predictionswith environmentalmeasurementsof

radionuclides. One potentiallyimportantset of environmentalradionuclide

measurementsis those made on vegetationsamplesthat, beginningin 1945, were

collectedon and around the Hanford Site. However, from October 1945 through

mid-1948, the availabletechnology permittedthe vegetation samplesto be

measured only for total radioactivityrather than for specificradionuclides.

At that time, the factorsneeded to converttotal radioactivitiesto concen-

trations (l_Ci/kg)of iodine-13),the predominantradionuclidethat was

released into the air from Hanford stacks in the mid-1940s,were not well

known or accuratelyquantified. A searchof historicalHanford recordsby

HEDR Project staff uncoveredthe original background-correctedradiationmeas-

urementsmade using a Geiger-Mueller(GM)detector system. The measurements

were of radiationin vegetation samplescollectedfrom October 1945 through

early August 1946. HEDR Project staff have developeda model that can be used

to convert these radiationmeasurementsto iodine-131concentrations(_Ci/kg).

lt is anticipatedthat this equationwill be used to obtain more accurate

concentrationsof iodine-131in vegetationfor the purposeof validatingvege-

tation iodine-131concentrationsthat will be estimatedby HEDR Projectair-

pathway transportmodels.

The iodine-131concentrationsobtainedusing the predictivemodel are

uncertainLo some extent due to model uncertaintyas well as incompleteknowl-

edge about which values of the model parametersshould be used in the model.

In this report,we estimatedthe magnitudeof the uncertaintyin the predicted

iodine-131concentrations. The uncertaintyis a result of uncertaintyin the

parametervalues. This estimate was developedfor two specific vegetation

Irq Ifalnrll_r'lp r_lr'IINPI_nli_1i, iI I,m, i,_ "1 ,, ,,llpqHim _lmlraI, ,r, _l '_,,r,'



samples: a sagebrushsample collected in Richland,Washington,on

December 20, 1945, and a sample of unknown speciescollectedon the Hanford

Site north of Richland on July 15, 1946. Then we used sensitivityanalyses to

determinewhich parametersin the predictivemodel contributedthe most

uncertaintyto the estimatediodine-131concentrationsfor these samples. The

results of these analysesprovideguidance on whether an attempt shouldbe

made to reduce lack of knowledgeabout parametervalues and thereby reduce the

uncertaintyof estimated (predicted)vegetationiodine-131concentrations.

This report does not attemptto assess the uncertaintiesin iodine-131

concentrationsthat are relatedto the methodsused in the mid-1940sto

select, collect, and transportvegetation samples. That topic is discussedin

Mart et al. (1993).

The uncertaintyanalyses indicatethat the iodine-131concentrationfor

any given historicalvegetation sample can be estimatedto within a factor of

three or lesso That is, when the computed deterministicpredictedconcentra-

tion for any given positive (iodine-131concentrationgreater than zero) vege-

tation sample collectedfrom October 1945 throughDecember 1947 is divlded and

then multiplied by three, the resultinginterval should include the true

iodine-131concentrationfor the sample.

The sensitivityanalyses indicatethat among the 16 parameters in the

predictivemodel, four of the five most importantare relatedto counting-

geometry and radiation-absorptionfactors that must be consideredwhen con-

verting the counts-per-minute(cpm) obtained by the GM detector systetnto

_Ci/kg of iodine-131. The other parameteramong the top five is Icf,which is

the fraction of the vegetationradioactivitymeasured by the GM detector that

was due to iodine-131only. This parameterwas the most importantparameter

for the July 15, 1946, sample. This result reflectedthe large uncertaintyin

the value of Icffor this particularsample. That is, there was large _mcer-

tainty about the amount of radionuclidesother than iodine-131on the July

1946 vegetation sample. The parameter Icfwas only the fifth most importent

parameterfor the December20, 1945, sample becausethe uncertaintyin the
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value of Icffor that sample was small. (The historicalrecord clearly indi-

cates that only very small amountsof radionuclidesother than iodine-131were

depositedon vegetation in December 1945.)

On the basis of the sensitivity-analysisresults,one course of action

would have been to conduct additionalliteraturesearchesor empiricalstudies

to obtain additional informationabout the five most importantparametersto

reduce their uncertainty,therebyreducing the uncertaintyin the estimated

iodine-131concentrationsobtained using the modeling equation presented in

this paper as Equation (5). However, this approachwas not taken for two

reasons. First, it is unlikely that additional informationexists to reduce

parameteruncertaintiessufficientlyto make a substantialreduction in the

uncertaintyof vegetation iodine-131concentrations.

Second,there may be no need to reduce the uncertaintyof the historical

vegetationiodine-131concentrations. The primary use of the historical

vegetationiodine-131concentrationsis to help validatethe HEDR Project

source-term,air-transport,and environmentalaccumulationmodels being used

to compute vegetation iodine-131concentrationsin the study area as an

intermediatestep in computingdoses to individualsfrom exposure to iodine-

131 via the air pathway. The uncertaintiesin the predictedvegetation

iodine-131concentrationsobtainedon the basis of these models are likely to

be very large because of the large uncertaintiesin some model parameter

values. The uncertaintiesin the model predictediodine-131concentrations

are likely to be so large that reducing the uncertaintiesin converting

measured historicalcpm/g radiationmeasurementsto iodine-131concentrations

will not perceptiblyaffect the conclusionsof the validationeffort.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
J

Section 1.1 providesbackground informationabout the vegetationmeas-

urementprogram that was conducted at Hanford in 1945 through 1947 and related

work conducL_dto date by the Hanford EnvironmentalDose Reconstruction(HEDR)

Project. Section 1.2 statas the purpose Of this report.

I.I BACKGROUN_

Beginning in 1945, vegetationsampleswere collected in the Hanford

environs and measured for radioactivity. From October 1945 to December 1948,

the standard procedurefor measuring total activity for a collectedvegetation

samplewas to preparea I-g pellet of the sample,mount it on a cardboard

backing, place it on the second shelf of a mica-windowGeiger-Mueller(GM)

detector system (FigureI), cover the pelletwith a piece of cellopnane,meas-

ure the count rate (cpm/g),and correct that rate for background (counterand

laboratory)activity. Then a conversion factorwas used to convert the 1940s

background-correctedcount rate to disintegrationsper minute per gram (dpm/g)

of iodine-131. This dpm/g value was then divided by 2.22 x 103 to convert it

to _Ci/kg of iodine-131(Mart et al. 1993).

In the mid-1940s,counting technologyhad not progressedto a point

where it was possibleto accuratelydeterminethe value of the conversionfac-

tor (Healy,Schwendiman,and Thorburn 1950) (see Sections3.1 through3.7).

Some parameters in the factor were ignoredor miscalculated,and accurate

iodine-131standardswere not available. In addition,until about July 1946,

the conversionof gross cpm/g data to iodine-131pCi/kg concentrationsdid not

take into account the iodine-131radiologicaldecay that occurred in the

interval betweenwhen the sample was collectedin the field and when it was

counted in the laboratory(see Section 3.8). Also, until 1948, it was assumed

that all of the activitymeasured on vegetationwas from iodine-131(see Sec-

tion 3.9). Indeed,the fraction of total radioactivitythat was due to
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FIGURE1, End Mica-Window Geiger-Mueller Tube Support and Shelf Assembly
Used in the Mid-1940s

iodine-131was probablyvery close to I in 1945, as indicatedby decay meas-

urementsof onsite samplesin February (Parkerand Gamertsfelder1945), July

(Bulow1945), and November 1945 (Healyand Eisenacher1946). However, as time

went on, other radionuclidesmade up a larger fractionof the activity because

of I) longer fuel cooling times (time between removalof irradiatedfuel from

'thenuclear reactors and dissolutionof the fuel in the chemical-separations
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facilities);2) the installationof high-efficiencysand fi!ters (in late

1948), fiberglassfilters (in 1950),and silver reactor filters (in early

1951) in the air waste streams of chemical separationfacilitiesto remove up

to 99.99% of the iodine-131(Burger 1991);and 3) the gradual accumulationof

long-livedfissionproducts on vegetation. As a result,the iodine-131

activities (pCi/kg)that were reportedfrom 1945 to 1948 were biased to vary-

ing degrees. Eventually,however,more conversionfactors and parameterswere

specificallytaken into account, so that the accuracy of the reported

iodine-.131activitiesimproved. A large part of this bias was eliminated in

mid-1948 when countingof vegetationpelletswas supplementedby a procedure

wherein iodine-131was chemically separatedfrom the vegetationas a silver-

iodine (Agl) precipitate,which was then counted for gross activity.

Beginningin December 1948, the procedureinvolvingpelletswas completely

abandonedfor routineanalyses in favor of the Agl-precipitateprocedure.

Scientistson the HEDR Projecthave made a significanteffort to obtain

more accuratehistorical iodine-131vegetationconcentrationsby I) recon-

structingmore accurate factorsfor convertinghistoricalcpm/g measurements

to dpm/g, 2) accounting for the radiologicaldecay that occurred between sam-

ple collectionand counting, and 3) evaluatingmore fully the changes over

time in the proportionof the vegetationradioactivitythat was due entirely

to iodine-131. These efforts have been conductedprimarilyto provide infor-

mation for comparingthe historicalmeasured values of iodine-131to the vege-

tation iodine-131concentrations(depositionpatterns)that will be estimated

by the air-pathwaytransportmodels being developed by HEDR Projectstaff.

The model that was developedto obtain these more accurate concentrationsis

discussed briefly in this report and more thoroughly in the Mart et al.

(1993).

To supportthis effort, parameteruncertaintyanalyseswere conducted

using cemputer-simulationmethods (Iman and Shortencarier1984) to assess the

amount of uncertaintyremaining in vegetation iodine-131concentrations
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obtained using the new model. In addition,correlation-regressionsensitivity

analyses were conductedusing the method given by Iman, Shortencarier,and

Johnson (1985) to determinewhich parametersin the improvedcomputational

model contributemost to the uncertaintyof the computed iodine-131conce':tra-

tions. These identifiedparametersare candidatesfor study if effortsare

needed to reduce further the uncertaintyin computed historical iodine-131

concentrationsfor vegetation. This report describesand presents the results

of these uncertaintyand sensitivityanalyses.

Parameteruncertaintyand sensitivityanalyseshave been conductedfor

two histaricalvegetationsamples: one collecte6 in Richland,Washington,on

December 20, 1945, and counted the same day (Healy 1945), and one collectedon

the Hanford Site north of Richland on July 15, 1946, and counted the same day

(Dickinson1946). The sample collected in December 1945 was formed into a

pellet by hand (a "hand-formed"pellet),whereasthe sample collectedon

July 15, 1946, was formed into a pellet using a hand-operatedpress (a "press-

formed" pellet). The method used to press-formpellets is describedby Healy

et al. (1951) and in Mart et al. (1993).

These two sampleswere selectedfor three reasons. First, both had

detectable levels of activity, so that biases and uncertaintiesthat might be

present in measurementsnear the detection limit were avoided. (This study

does not estimate iodine-131concentrationuncertaintiesfor vegetationsam-

ples with iodine concentrationsat or very close to backgroundlevels.) Sec-

ond, there was a need to assess the uncertaintiesin iodine-131concentrations

for both hand-formedand press-formedpellets becausethe dimensionsof the

two pellet types differed somewhat (as indicatedby reconstructedhand- and

press-formedpelletsdiscussed in SectionA.3 in Appendix A), which would

affect the values of some model parameters. Third, the December 1945 sample

representsthe time when almost all of the activitymeasured on vegetation is
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believedto be from iodine-131,while the July 1946 sample representsthe

time period when a greater proportionof the activity_as due to other

radionuclides.

The predictive model converts count (cpm) data to pCi/kg concentrations

of iodine-131for count data found in Hanford laboratorynotebooksdated from

October 1945 through December 1947. However, we note that count data have

only been found for the October 1945 through August 1946 time period, except

for one data sheet for December 1947. Average monthly or weekly iodine-131

activities (such as _Ci/kg) have been reported in historicalHanford documents

for October 1945 throughDecember 1947. The activitiesthat were reported in

the mid-1940smay be biased in ways perhaps similarto those discussedabove

for the reported count data. The uncertaintyin those reported activity

levels is not addressedin this report since the HEDR Projecthas not

researched how the reportedmonthly or weekly activitieswere averaged from

the count data. The Mart et al. (1993) report provides a method for

correcting historicallyreported activitiesfor biases introducedby the

historicalconversion factorsused. However, that report does not discuss the

historicalmethod used to compute the averageactivitiesfrom the count data.

The Mart et al. (1993)report provides an extensivereview of historical

informationabout vegetationcollection and analysisprocedures and the con-

version factors used at Hanford from 1945 through 1947. The purpose of their

report is to discuss in detail the rationaleand developmentfor the new com-

putationalmodel for convertingraw counts to iodine-131concentrations. This

report does not addressuncertaintyin the computationalmodel; that is,

uncertaintyin the form of the model equation.

1.2 PURPOSE

This report presents the methods and resultsof the parameter uncer-

tainty and sensitivityanalysesof the December 20, 1945, and July 15, 1946,

vegetationsamples for the followingpurposes:
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I. indicatingthe uncertaintyof iodine-131concentrationscomputed using
the new computationalmodel, Equation (5), for samplescollectedbetween
October 1945 and December 1947, and

2. determiningwhich parameters in the iodine-131computationalmodel con-
tributethe most uncertaintyto the computed concentrations.

[hose parameters in the computationalmodel that contributethe most

uncertaintyare candidatesfor furtherstudy to reduce, if possible,the

uncertaintyof the estimatedhistoricaliodine-131concentrationsfor

vegetationobtained using t_e new model [Equation(5)].

1.3 ORGANIZATIONOF THE REPORT

Section2.0 describesthe model used to convert cpm/g measurementsto

iodine-131concentrations,as well as the technicalapproachused to conduct

and interpretthe parameter uncertaintyand sensitivityanalyses. Section 3.0

brieflydefines and discusseseach parameterin the model that is used to con-

vert vegetationcpBi/gmeasurementsto iodine-131concentrations. Section 4.0

presents and discusses the resultsof the uncertaintyand sensitivityanaly-

ses. Section 5.0 discusses the quality assuranceproceduresand data quality

objectivesestablishedfor the uncertaintyand sensitivityanalyses,including

an assessmentof the extent to which these objectives have been attained.

Section6.0 gives a summary and conclusions,Section 7.0 presentsrecommenda-

tions for futurework, and Section8.0 is a list of references. Appendix A

discussesthe rationale for the choice of parameterdistributions(probability

density functions)that were used to model the uncertaintyof model parameter

values. Appendix B is a glossary of statisticalterms used in this report.
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2.0 TECHNICALAPPROACH

This sectiondescribesthe technicalapproach used to assess the uncer-

tainty of estimatediodine-131concentrationsfor vegetationin the Hanford

environs in th_ mid-1940sand to identifyimportantparametersthat would

require additionalstudy in any attemptto reduce this uncertainty.

2.1 MODEL FOR ESTIMATINGVEGETATIONIODINE-13!CONCENTRATIONS

Let V denote the iodine-131concentration(_Ci/kg)of a hand-formedor

press-formedvegetationpellet constructedfrom a vegetationsamplecollected

on or around the Hanford Site in the periodOctober 1945 throughDecember

1947. Then for a given vegetation pellet,V is obtained by computing

V = U C (i)

where U is the background-correctedactivity (cpm/o)of the pellet and C is

the total conversionfactor [(pCi/kg)/(cpm/g)]that converts cpm/g of activity

to pCi/kg of iodine-131. Backgroundcounts were obtained for each GM counter

when no source;_aspresent, and counts were collected for a specifiedtime

period (from severalminutes to severaldays). The background-corrected

activity,U, for the pellet is obtainedby computing

U = (G - B) / W (2)

where G = gross counts per minute (cpm)

B = backgroundcpm

W = weight of the vegetationpellet (grams).

The total conversionfactor,C, for the pellet is obtainedby computing
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I000 g/kg

C = M De Icf (3)
2.22 x 108 dpm/_Ci

: 0.00045M De Icf
i

where M : measurementconversionfactor (dpm/cpm)

De = radiologicaldecay correction factor (unitless),which accounts
for losses of iodine-131in vegetationcaused by radiological
decay during the intervalbetweensample collection in the field
and counting in the laboratory

Icf= iodine-131correction factor (unitless),which is the fractionof
the background-correctedcpm/g activitymeasurement,U, that
resultedfrom the radiologicaldecay of iodine-131.

The factors2.22 x 106 (dpm/pCi)and 1000 (g/kg) in Equation (3) are conver-

sion constantsrequiredto obtain units of pCi/kg for V.

The measurementconversionfactor,M, in Equation (31 is obtained by

computing

M : i / (Gp Fd FsaFa FbsFceI Ec), (4)

where Gp - point-sourcegeometry parameter

Fd _ sample-diameterparameter

Fsa = self-absorptionparameter

Fa = cellophane,air, and mica-windowabsorptionparameter

Fbs = backscatterparameter

FceI = cellophanescatter parameter

E= : detector sensitive-volumeefficiencyparameter.
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All of these parametersare unitless. Portions of Equation (4) were derived

", by Healy, Schwendiman,and Thorburn (1950);Schwendiman(1954);and Thomas,

Polinsky,and Schwendiman (1956);as discussed in the Mart et al. (1993).

SubstitutingEquation (4) into Equation (3), then using Equations (2)

and (3) to calculateU and C in Equation (I), we obtain the equation used to

compute the iodine-131concentration(pCi/kg)of the December 20, 1945, and

July 15, 1946, vegetation samples:

0.00045(G - 3) De Icf
v = (5)

W Gp Fd FsaFa FbsFceI Ec

All uncertaintyand sensitivityanalysesdiscussedin this report were con-

ducted for the model given by Equation (5). Some of the parametersin Equa-

tion (5) depend on other parametersthat are defined and discussed in

Section3.0 and in Appendix A. The Mart et al. (1993)report provides

additionaldetails. In particular,expressionsfor Gp, Fd, Fsa,Fa, Ec, and De

are given by Equations (6), (9), (14), (16), (17), and (18), respectively.

Hereafter,whenever we refer to "the pQrameters in Equation (5)," we are also

includingthese other parametersthat do not explicitlyappear in

Equation (5).

2.2 PARAMETERUNCERTAINTYANALYSISMETHOD

Equation (5) is the model that is used here to compute iodine-131con-

centrations,V, for vegetationsamplescollectedbetweenOctober 1945 and

December 1947. The uncertaintyin the computed V that is due to uncertainty

about which values to use for the parametersin Equation (5) was obtained

using computer-simulationparameteruncertaintyanalyses. The procedurethat

was used to conductthese simulationsis given below. The uncertaintyanaly-

sis computationswere conductedusing a co_nuter code developedby Sandia

National Laboratories(Iman and Shortencarier1984).
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2.2.1 Step-by-StepProcedure

The followingsteps were used in the uncertaintyanalysis for the two

vegetationsamplescollectedon December20, 1945, and July 15, 1946. Addi-

tional informationon methods for evaluatinguncertaintiesin radiological

assessmentmodels is given by Hoffman and Gardner (1983)_ Also, Finkel (1990)

gives guidance on the need for uncertaintyanalysisand how it can be used by

decision-makers.

I. The informatio,and data in historicalHanford reportswere examined in
detail for each parameter in Equation (5). On the basis of this infor-
mation as well as best professionaljudgment,the probabilitydensity
function (pdf) for each parameterin Equation (5) was specifiedfor each
specificvegetation sample. For each parameter, first the maximum con-
ceivable range of possibleapplicablevalues for the parameterwas spec-
ified, fol]owedby specificationof the central ("best estimate")value

for the parameter. Then a pdf was specifiedthat was consistentwith
the selectedcentral value and range of the parameter. The pdf
expressesthe subjectiveuncertainty(due to lack of knowledge)in the
true value of the parameterfor the specific vegetationsample.

2. The relationshipsand dependenciesamong parameterswere specifiedon
the basis of all available information,data, and professionaljudgment.
These relationshipsand dependencieswere modeled using correlation
coefficientsor function relationships.

3. Latin HypercubeSampling (seeAppendix B) was used to generate a random
value of each uncertainparameterin Equation (5) from the pdf specified
for that parameter,taking into accountthe specifiedcorrelationsand
functional_elationshipsamong parameters.

4. The set of random parametervalues generated in Step 3 were used in
Equation (5) to computethe iodine-131concentrationsfor vegetation,V,
for the sample.

5. Steps 3 and 4 were repeated 1000 times to generate a subjectivehisto-
gram of 1000 possible (plausible)v_lues of V.

6. Quantitativestatementswere made about the effect of parameteruncer-
tainty on computed values of the iodine-131concentration,V.

7. Sensitivityanalyses were conductedto determinewhich of the parameters
in Equation (5) contribute the most uncertaintyto the computed value of
V.
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8. The results and interpretationof the analysesare presentedin this
report.

2.2.2 Comments on the Steps

Comments on the steps used in the uncertaintyanalyses describedin

Section 2.2.1 are provided in this section. _

I. Specificationof the maximum conceivablerange of possible applicable I,
values and of the central ("bestestimate")value of each parameterwas
done primarilyby E. I. Mart, with statisticalperspectiveprovidedby
R. O. Gilbert. Mart extensivelystudiedhistoricalHanford documents
that provide informationabout the proceduresused in the mid-1940s at
Hanford to estimatevegetation iodine-131concentrationsin the Mart
et al. (1993). The ranges and pdfs of the parametersin Equation (5)
are given in Table A.I in Appendix A. AppendixA gives the rationale
for the pdfs selected.

Minimal informationwas availablefor determiningthe pdf of most param-
eters. In the absenceof more information,the uniform (rectangular)
pdf over the maximum conceivablerange was used, as suggestedby the
InternationalAtomic Energy Agency (IAEA 1989, p. 33). The triangular
or normal (Gaussian)pdfs were used for some parameterson the basis of
professionaljudgment or when additionalinformationor data were
available,

_3 No attemptwas made to use an interviewprocedure in which an expert
would specifythe degree of belief (in percentage)that the parameter
value is not larger than specificvalues selected from the maximum con-
ceivable range of the parameterspecifiedin Step I. This interview
approach,which is recommendedby IAEA (1989,p. 31) and discussedby
Meyer and Booker (1991),was not used because I) the resultsof this .

report will not impact in any criticalway the achievementof the main
objectivesof the HEDR Project, and 2) the cost of the interview

approach is high because it requiresthe services of a trained profes-
sional interviewer. The HEDR Projectstaff are addressingthe issue of
the extent to which a formal interviewapproach is needed in other areas
of the project to elicit subjectivepdfs for model parameters. The
issue of how to defend model predictionsbased on models that require
substantialsubjectiveinput is of central importanceto the credibility
of the HEDR Project. This issue is of greatest importancefor the envi-
ronmentaltransportand dose models being developed by HEDR Project
staff.

2. The parametersDIAM and T are not independent,where DIAM is the average
diameter of the vegetationpellet [introducedin Equation (10) below] •
and T is the thicknessof the pellet. The relationshipbetweenDIAM and
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T was modeled by a linear regressionequation,as described in Section
A.3 in AppendixA. Dependenciesalso occur between parametersW and G,
W and T, and G and T in Equation (5), where W is the weight of the
vegetationpellet, G is the total counts per minute for 'thevegetation
sample,and T is the pellet thickness. These dependencieswere modeled
as correlations(p), as follows:p(W, G) - o.go, p(W, T) = 0.93, and
p(G, T) = 0.8. That is, the followingcorrelationmatrix was specified:

g 1.0

G o.go 1.0

T 0.93 0.80 1.0

W G T

The rationalefor these correlationsis given in Section A.4 in
Appendix A.

These correlationsapply to the ranks of the measurements(see Appen-
dix B) (Iman and Shortencarier1984). Rank correlationswere used
because they are indicatorsof a monotonicrelationship(see Appendix B)
betweenmodel parametersand the computed iodine-131concentration. The
software code by Iman and Shortencarier(1984) adjusts, if necessary,
the user-specifiedrank correlatiohmatrix so that it has the required
mathematicalproperty of being positivedefinite. This adjustmentwas
not needed because the correlationmatrix specifiedin this paper is
positive definite,which is an indicationthat the specifiedcorrela-
tions are at least mathematicallyreasonable.

3. The computer code by Iman and Shortencarier(IgB4)was used to ger,erate
the random parametervalues. A comparisonof Latin HypercubeSampling
with other methnds for selectingvalues of mode] parameters for uncer-
tainty analyses is provided by McKay, Beckman, and Conover (1979).

4. No comment necessary.

S. The histogramof V is subjectivebecause the models and parameterpdfs
were selected partlyon the basis of professionaljudgment rather than
entirely on hard (objective)data and informationfrom historical
Hanforddocuments.

One thousandvalues of V were generatedto ensure that good estimates
would be obtainedof percentilesin the tails of the histogram;e.g.,
the Ist and ggth percentiles. The precisionwith which extreme percen-
tiles are estimatedis improvedwhen a larger number, n, of values of V
is com,puted. See Section 5.2 for additionaldiscussionof the accuracy
and precisionof percentilesof V.
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is computed. See Section 5.2 for additionaldiscussionof the accuracy
and precisionof percentilesof V.

6. The followingtype of quantitativestatementabout the effect of parame-
• ter uncertaintyon V for a specific vegetationsample is used in this

report:

At a subjectiveconfidencelevel of 98%, the iodine-131concentra-
tion, V, for the vegetationsample is betweenthe Ist percentile
and the ggth percentileof the distributionof 1000 computed values
of Vo

7. The methods used to conductsensitivityanalyses are described in
Section2.3.

8. No comment necessary.

2.3 SENSITIVITYANALYSIS M[THOD

The resultsof the parameteruncertaintyanalyses that were obtained

using the code of Iman and Shortencarier(1984)were in turn used in sensitiv-

ity analysesto identifywhich parametersin Equation (5) contributedthe most

uncertaintyto the computed iodine-131concentration,V. Fhe sensitivity

analyseswere conductedusin9 the computer code by Iman, Shortencarier,and

Johnson (1985). For each vegetationsample, the code made use of the 1000

sets (vectors)of randomlygenerated (using Latin HypercubeSampling) para-

meter values and the corresponding1000 computed values of V. The code of

Iman, Shortencarier,and Johnsonwas used to compute the partial rank correla-

tion coefficient(PRCC) (seeAppendix B) between the computed values of V and

each parameterin the equation used to compute V [Equation(5)]. The absolute

values of the PRCCs were put in order from largestto smallest. Those para-

meters with the largest (absolute-value)PRCCs contributemost to the uncer-

tainty in computed values of V. These importantparametersare candidatesfor

additionalstudy shoul_ there be a need to reduce the uncertaintyin computed

values of V. The resultsof the sensitivityanalyses are discussed in Sec-

tion 4.2.
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The code of Iman, Shortencarier,and Johnson (1985)can also compute

other measures of sensitivity[standardizedregressioncoefficients(SRC),

standardizedrank regression coefficients(SRCC),and partialcorrelation

coefficients(PCC)]. However, in our judgment_little informationwould have

been gained and considerableadditionaldiscussionwould have been needed if

these other measures had been used.
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3.0 PARAMETERSIN THE MODEL.
m

In this section,we describe the parametersin Equation (5), which is

the equation used to compute iodine-131concentrationsfor vegetation,V.

Additional detailson these parameters are provided in Appendix A. Table A.I

in Appendix A lists the pdfs for all parametersfor which uncertaintyis

nonnegligible.

3.1 POINT-SOURCEGEOMETRY PARAMETER,Gp

The point-sourcegeometry factor, Gp, accountsfor the fact that only a

fractionof the radiationleavingthe source (vegetationpellet) travels into

the solid angle subtendedby the detector. Thus Gp is the fractionof parti-

cles emitted from a point source at a 'fixeddistance from the detector that

would reach the sensitivevolume of the GM counter if the followingeffects

were not present: I) scatteringof radiationinto the solid angle from either

the pellet, mount, or shelf arrangement,2) absorptionof radiationwithin the

pellet, 3) sample spread,and 4) absorptionof radiationin the air or by the

cellophaneor the counterwindow. These other effectsare accountedfor by

other parameters.

For the Rarameteruncertaintyanalyses,values of Gp were calculated

using the equation

Gp-- fI(MED)+ EI + E2 (6)

where fI(MED) - initialvalue of Gp for a given value of MED

_ 1010.647 log(i/MED-.0.185) - 0.8381] (7)

MED = mean effectivedistance (cre)from the pellet to the mica
window of the detector
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EI = uncertaintyin fI(MED)due to variabilityin the historical

measured values of Gp that are plotted in Figure 2

Ez - uncertaintyin fI(MED)due to Equation (7) being an imperfect

fit to the measured values of Gp.

Equation (7) was developedempiricallyto interpolatebetween the his-

torical values of Gp measured by Schwendiman (1954)for those distancesfrom

the three shelves of the GM detector assemblyto the detector'smica window

that are less than or equal to 2.0/3 cm. Interpolationwas needed only for

distancesless than or equal to 2.073 cm because historicallyvegetation pel-

lets were always countedon the second shelf of the detector assembly,which

was 2.073 cm from the mica window of the detector. Figure 2 shows the values

of Gp measured by Schwendiman(1954) and the curve representingEquation (7)
that was fitted for distancesless than 2.073 cm.

The value of MED for a specificpellet was computedusing the following

equation from the Mart et al. (1993)report:

MED : 2.073 - f T (8)

where 2.073 - distance (cm) from the second shelf of the GM detector to the
mica window of the detector

f _ fraction of T that achieves the appropriatevalue of MED

T = thicknessof the pellet (cm)

The concept of MED is discussedin the Mart et al. (1993) report.

The parametersEI and E2 were included in Equation (6) to account for the

uncertaintyin the value of fl (MED) computed using Equation (7). Parameter

EI models the variabilityin the historicallymeasuredvalues of Gp, whereas

parameterE2 models the uncertaintyin Gp due to fittinga curved line to just

the three historicallymeasuredvalues of Gp in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. The Curve fI(MED)[Equation(7)] EmpiricallyFitted to

Values of Gp

We note that the assumptionis made throughout this report that the GM

detectors used in the mid-lg40shad consistent (equal)geometries. This

assumptionis based on Schwendiman'sobservation(1954) that the error

introducedby assumingan averagegeometry (Gp)for all beta counters (mica-

window GMs) will be less than the error arising from others sources.

3.2 SAMPLE-DIAMETERPARAMETER,_Fd

The sample-diameterparameter,Fd, corrects for the cpm measurementof a

uniformly spread source being decreasedcompared to the measurementfor a

point source of the same activity that is centered directly under the detec-

tor. The sample-diameterparameteris the ratio of the counting rate of a

uniform circular source of a given diameterto the counting rate of the same
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quantity of radioactive material mounted as a point source (Schwendiman 1954).

For the parameter uncertainty analysis, Fd was calculated as follows"

Fd : f2(MED,DIAM)+ E3 + E4 (9)

where DIAM : averagediameter (cm) of the pellet

MED : value computed using Equation (8)

f2(MED,DIAM)-initialvalue of Fd

= I - (-0.4136+ 1.565 log DIAM) I0-°'z31zMED (i0)

E3 = uncertaintyin f2(MED,DIAM)due to variabilityin the
historicallymeasured values of Fd plotted in Figure 3,
and

E4 = uncertaintyin f2(MED,DIAM)due to interpolationerror
introducedby Equation (10).

The parameterDIAM was computed for the December 20, 1945, pellet using

the equation

DIAM : 5.32 - 1.95 T + e (11)

and for the July 20, 1946, pellet using the equation

DIAM : 4.49 - 1.135 T + e (12)

The derivationof Equations(11) and (12) is discussed in Section A.3 of

Appendix A.

Equation (10) was developed to allow easy interpolationbetweenthe his-

toricallymeasured values of Fd (plottedin Figure 3) for the specific values
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FIGURE3. The Curvefz(MED,DIAM)[Equation(10)]EmpiricallyFitted
to Valuesof Fd Measuredby Thomas,Polinsky,and
Schwendiman(1956);Schwendiman(1954);and Healy,
Schwendiman,and Thorburn(1950)

of MED and DIAM thatapplyto a specificpellet. As was discussedabovefor

Gp,interpolationwas neededonly for valuesof MED lessthan or equalto

2.073cm, the distancefromthe secondshelfof the detectorassemblyto the

detectormica window. Hence,the curvesplottedin Figure3 weredevelopedto

providea good fit onlyto the plottedvaluesof Fd lessthan or equalto
2.073cm.

The valuesof Fd in Figure3 were takenfromHealy,Schwendiman,and

Thorburn(1950);Schwendiman(1954);and Thomas,Polinsky,and Schwendiman
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(1956). The data from the last of these sources are believed to be the most

accurate. Therefore,when data from the 1956 report were available,values of

Fd provided by the other two documentswere not plotted in Figure 3. Plotted

pointswith a horizontalbar are the means of the measurementsreported by

Healy, Schwendiman,and Thorburn (1950)and Schwendiman(1954). The other

plottedpoints are from Thomas,Polinsky,and Schwendiman(1956).

Equation (9) is appropriatefor circular pellets in which the iodine-131

is uniformlydistributed. The degree to which historicalpelletswere circu-

lar and uniform is not known, but the sagebrushpellets reconstructedby HEDR

Projectstaff in FY 1990 [see discussionin SectionA.3 in Appendix A and in

the Mart et al. (1993) report]were not perfect circles. The amount of uncer-

tainty in Fd resulting from pelletsbeing noncircularand/or nonuniform is

unknownand has nok been taken into account here.

3.3 SELF-ABSORPTIONPARAMI_TER,Fsa
f

1o The self-absorptionparameter,Fsa,is a correctionfor absorptionof

radiationby the vegetation pellet itself (Schwendiman1954). The self-

absorptionparameterrepresentsthat fraction of the radiationthat is not

absorbedby passing through the vegetationpellet and is calculatedas

I - exp[-(m D T)]

Fsa= (13)
mDT

where m = the iodine-131beta absorptioncoefficient(cm2/mg)

D = density of the pellet (mg/cm3)

= I000 W/(S T)

W = weight (grams)of the vegetationpellet

S = pellet surface area (crez)
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= n (DIAM)2/4
d

T = thicknessof the pellet (cm).

The Mart et al. (1993)report discussesthe assumptionsunderlyingthe model

for Fsagiven by Equation (13). Sample uniformityalso influencesself-

absorption,but insufficientinformationabout the uncertaintyof this

parameterwas availableto include it in the analyses. Substitutingthe

formula for D (density)into Equation (13),we obtain the final equation for

Fsa"

(DIAM)2 {i - exp[-1273.24m W/(DIAM)2]}

Fsa= (14)
1273.24m W

3.4 ABSORPTION pARAMETER.Fa

The absorptionparameter,Fa, correctsfor the absorptionof beta parti-

cles by the air, the mica-windowof the detector,and the cellophanethat cov-

ered the vegetationpellet (Schwendiman1954). The model for Fa is

Fa = exp[-m (M,+ Mc + Ma)] (15)

where M, - mass thickness (mg/cm2) of the detectorwindow

Mc = mass thickness (mg/cmz) of cellophane,which is assumedto be a
known constant,3.1 rag/cre2

Ma = mass thickness (rag/cre2) of air

= (2.073-T) (0.001205)(I000)

= 1.205 (2.073-. T)

where 2.073 - T = distance (CB) from the top of the pellet to the detector
window
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0.001205 --the density of air (g/cm3) at standard pressure and 20°
temperature

and the factor I000 converts g to mg.

The value of Mw was estimated from measurements of the mass thickness of

13 mica-window GMcounters used in 1950, as discussed in Section A.9 in

Appendix A.

Combining the above equations we obtain the final equation for Fa:

F_ = exp(- m [1.205 (2.073 - T) + Mw + 3.1]} (16)

3.5 BACKSCATTERPARAMETER.Fbs

The backscatterparameter, Fbs,accounts for the scatteringback toward

the counterwindow of beta radiationthat had been moving in other directions,

thereby increasingthe count rate. Such scatteringis typicallycaused by the

material used to mount the sample. However, in this case, the backscatteris

caused by the vegetationpellet itselfrather than the cardboardmounting

cards used at Hanford. The Mart et al. (1993) reportdiscusses Fbs in some

detail, and the data used to estimate Fbsare discussed in Section A.IO of

Appendix A.

3.6 CELLQPHANE-SCATTERINGPARAMETER,F_eI

Cellophanewas placed directly on top of the pellet. The cellophane

increasedthe count rate of iodine-131by an estimatedfactor of 1.04, as dis-

cussed in the Mart et al. (1993) report and in SectionA.11 of Appendix A.

3.7 DETECTORSENSITIVE-VOLUMEEFFICIENCY PARAMETER,Ec

The detector sensitive-volumeefficiencyparameter, Ec, accounts for

• the efficiencYof the GM detector in detectinga pulse once a beta par-.
ticle has entered the sensitivevolume of the detector
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• the percentageof incidentgamma rays that also produce a pulse in the
. GM detector

._,

• any loss of beta counts due to detector dead time, that is, when a
detector is insensitiveto additionalpulses.

The model for Ec is

Ec = Cd (EB + Ev) (17)

where Cd = coincidenceand dead-timeparameter

EB = beta-particledetectionefficiencyparameter

Ev = gamma detectionefficiencyparameter.

We assume that the values of these parametersare known with no uncer-

tainty, although this assumptionmay not be true for Ev with regard to low-

energy gamma rays. Nonetheless,in this report, we assume that Cd = I,

EB = I, and Ev = O, which impliesthat Ec = I. The rationalefor these

assumptionsis discussed in the Mart et al. (1993)report. Also, this

equationdoes not take into accountuncertaintiesin the electronicsof the

detectors;that is, uncertaintyas to whether a given pulse generatedwithin

the GM tube resulted in a registeredcount.

3.8 RADIOLOGICAl,DECAY CORRI_CTIONFACTOR,De

The radiologicaldecay correctionfactor,De, corrects for the radiologi-

cal decay of iodine-131 in vegetationthat occurs during the time between

sample collection in the field and counting of the vegetationpellet in the

laboratory. The factor De is defined as

De - exp(At) (18)
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where A = radiologicaldecay constantfor iodine-131

= (In 2)/(8.05 days)

= 0.086105per day

t = length of time (days)from the time the sample is collected in the
field to the time it is counted in the laboratory.

]he parameterA is a known constant. However, there is uncertainty

abo!4tthe best value to use for t for any given vegetationsample collected in

1945-1947. This uncertaintyreflectsthe lack of historicalHanford records

for that period to indicatethe exact time of the day that sampleswere col-

lected or exactlywhen they were counted in the laboratory. The assumptions

used to approximatethe uncertaintiesassociatedwith t for 1945-1947are dis-

cussed in SectionA.12 in Appendix A.

3.9 IODINET131CORRECTIONFACTOR, Icf

The factor Icfis that fractionof the background-correctedcpm/g meas-

urement,U, of a vegetationpellet that resulted from iodine-131. _s dis-

cussed in Section1.1, this factor is believedto have been very close to I in

1945, but as time went on, other radionuclidescontributedmore of the beta

activity of the sample. The Mart et al. (1993) report discusseswhat is known

about the likely values of Icfthat apply to differentperiods. Table A.I in

Appendix A lists the pdfs that were used to model the uncertaintyin the value

of Icffor the December 1945 and July 1946 vegetationsamples. Three differ-

ent pdfs were used for the July 1946 sample to examine how the estimated

uncertaintywas affected by changing the pdf. The rationaleused to select

the pdfs for this parameter is given in SectionA.13 in AppendixA. The pdfs

for Icfin Table A.I are applicableonly to vegetation sampleswith iodine-131

activitiesgreaterthan zero.
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4.0 BESUL_SAND DISCUSSION
J

The resultsof the uncertaintyand sensitivityanalysesconductedfor

the December 20, 1945, and the July 15, 1946, vegetationsamples are presented

and discussed in this section.

4.1 UNCERTAINTYANALYSES

The resultsof the uncertaintyanalysesare presented in Section 4.1.1

in the form of histogramsand confidenceintervals. In Section4.1.2, we com-

pare the "best-estimate"{deterministic-predicted(DP)] iodine-131concen-

tration for both vegetationsampleswith the range of concentrationsdisplayed

by the histograms. In Section 4.1.3, we expressthe informationcontained in

the confidence intervalsin terms of multiplicativefactors. This is done for

the purpose of making inferencesabout the uncertaintyof iodine-131concen-

trations for 1945-1947vegetation samplesnot studied in this report.

4.1.1 Histoqramsand Confidence Intervals

As indicatedin Section 2.2, the uncertaintyanalysis for each vegeta-

tion sample produced 1000 values of V, the concentrationof iodine-131

(pCi/kg)for the sample. A histogramwas then constructedusing these values.

The histogramsfor the December 1945 and July 1946 samples are shown in Fig-

ures 4 and 5. The histogramsshow at a glance the range of #Ci/kg values

within which the true value of V is likely to lie. From Figure 4 we see that

it is very unlikelythat the iodine-131concentrationfor the December 20,

1945, pellet could have been less than about 12 pCi/kg or more than about

40 #Ci/kg, assumingof course that the distributionsand correlationsfor the

parameters in the model for V [Equation(5)], as specifiedin Table A.I, are

appropriate_ For the July 1946 sample (Figure5), it is unlikelythat the

true concentrationwas less than about 0.7 #Ci/kg or more than about

4.5 #Ci/kg.
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The histogramsin Figures4 and 5 were used to obtain the cumulative

• distributionfunctions (cdfs)shown in Figures6 and 7. These cdfs show the

probabilitythat the true iodine-131concentrationfor the two vegetation
i
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samplescould have been less than or equal to any ,Ci/kg value specified. For

example,for the December Ig45 vegetationsample (Figure6), the probability

is about O.gg (g9% chance) that the iodine-131concentrationwas less than or

equal to 30.4 pCi/kg. That is, the 9gth percentileof the distributionof V

is estimatedto be 30.4 pCi/kg. (SeeAppendix B for the definitionof a

percentiIe.)

Table I displays percentilesand other statisticsof the 1000 values of

V for the two vegetationsamples. The percentiles in Table I carlbe read

directly from the cdf curves in Figures 6 and 7, as illustratedin those fig-

ures by the Ist and ggth percentiles. The 98% confidence intervalsfor V

given in Table I are a useful summaryof the informationin the histogramsand

the cdfs. This interval is defined by the Ist and ggth percentilesof the

distribution. For the December 1945 vegetation sample,the 98% confidence

interval is 13.1 to 3(}.4pCi/kg, which is interpretedas follows:

At a subjectiveconfidencelevel of 98% the value of the iodine-131

concentration,V, for the December 20, 1945, vegetationsample is
between13.I and 30,4 pCi/kg.

For the July Ig46 sample the 98% confidenceinterval is 1,035 to 4.11 pCi/kg,

which is interpretedas follows:

At a subjectiveconfidencelevel of 98% the value of the
iodine-131concentration,V, for the July 15, 1946, vege-
tation sample is between 1.035 and 4.11 pCi/kg.

4.1,2 l_@__.¢.I_inistic-Predi¢_l,(Dp)CoD(__tjC,ations

In additionto percentilesand confidence intervals,Table I also dis-

plays the DP concentration. The DP concentrationwas obtainedby computing

the iodine-131concentrationusing the centralvalue (from Table A.I) of each

parameterin Equation (S). For the December 1945 sample, the DP concentration

was 19.6 pCi/kg,which is very close to both the arithmeticmean
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TABLE I. Percentilesand Other Selected Statisticsfor the Histogramof 1000
PossibleValues of the Iodine-131Concentrationsin Vegetation
(pCi/kg)forthe December 20, 1945, and the July 15, 1946,
VegetationSamples

December 20, July 15,
Statistics 1945, Sample 1946, Sample.Hl ii ii i i

Minimum 11.6 0.726
Ist percentile 13.1 1.035
5th percentile 14.35 1.305
25th percentile 16.8 1.89

• 50th percentile(median) 19.3 2.31
Deterministic-predicted

(DP) concentration(a) 19.6 2.88
Arithmeticmean 19.74 2.35

75rh percentile 22.2 2.77
95th percentile 26.65 3.50
99th percentiIe 30.4 4.11
Maximum 39.3 4.38

Standard deviation 3.867 0.6629

98% Confidenceinterval(b) 13.1 to 1.035 to
30,4 4.11

MultiDlicativeuncertaintyfactors
F (cl 1 49 2 78
FI (d) " "

FgA9(e) 1.55 1.431.52 2.10

{a) Computed by substitutingthe central va)ueof each parameter (from Table A.I)
into Equation(5), the equation for computingthe iodine-131concentration.

(b) Intervalbetweenthe ist and 99th percentiles.

{c) _l " DP concentrationdivided by the Ist percentile.
!d) _99 = 99th percentiledividedby the DP Concentration.
) hA = {F1 + F99)/2.te

{19.74,Ci/kg) and the median (19.3 #Ci/kg) of the 1000 computed values of V.

Hence, for the December 1945 vegetation sample,the DP concentrationrepre-

sents the middle or centralpart of the distributionof V (Figure4). How-

ever, for the July 1946 sample,the DP value (2.88 pCi/kg) is considerably

larger than either the arithmeticmean (2.35 _Ci/kg) or the median

(2.31 _Ci/kg) (Figure6). This result for the July 1946 vegetation samp'leis

believed to be caused primarilyby the asymetry (negativeskewness)of the
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triangularpdf for the parameterIcfspecifiedin Table A.I. The expression

"negativeskewness"means that (see Table A.I) the distance from the lower

limit of Icf(0.30) to the centralvalue of Icf(0.90) is much larger than the
o

distance from the central value to the upper limit (0.95). The discrepancy

betweenthe DP concentrationand the mean and median of V may also be caused

to a lesser extent by the asymmetricaltriangulardistributionthat was speci-

fied for the parameterT (pelletthickness) in Table A.I.

4.1.3 MultiplicativeFactors

The informationcontainedin the confidence intervalstatements can also

be expressedas unitlessmultiplicativefactors. These factors for the two

vegetationsamples are used here to develop a simple procedurefor obtaining

approximateupper and lower limits that are expected to contain (bound)the

98% confidenceinterval for all vegetation samplescollectedin the 1945-1947

period. Three multiplicativefactorswere computed for the two vegetation

samples in Table I:

Fl = DP concentrationdivided by the Ist percentile

F99 = 99th percentiledivided by the DP concentration

FA = (F1 + F99)/2

where DP is the deterministic-predictedconcentrationof iodine-131,as

defined in Section 4.1.2 above.

From Table I we see that, for the December 1945 sample,the values of Fl,

F99, and FA are 1.49, 1.55, and 1.52, respectively, lt follows from the def-

initionof these factors that dividing and multiplyingthe DP concentration

(19.6 _Ci/kg) by the factor 1.5 gives, approximately,the lower and upper

limits of the 98/,confidenceinterval.

The values of F;, F99,and FA for the July 1946 sample are 2.78, 1.43,

and 2.10, respectively. By the definition of these factors,dividing the DP

concentration(2.88 pCi/kg) by 2.78 gives the lower end of the 98% confidence
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interval (the Ist percentile),and multiplyingthe DP concentrationby 1.43

" gives the upper limit of the confidenceinterval (the 99th percentile).

The rationalefor believingthat multiplicativefactorsfor other vege-

tation samplescollected in the 1945-1947period will not be substantially

larger than the factorsobtained above is as follows. First, for all para-

meters except G, B, and Icf,the subjectivepdfs in Table A.I should apply to

all vegetationsamples. That is, the uncertaintydue to lack of knowledge

about the 9arametersis the same for all hand-formedvegetationpellets for

the 1945-1947period, and similarlyfor the press-formedpellets. Second, as

shown by the sensitivityanalyses (Section4.2.1), parametersG and B have

little influenceon the uncertainty(as expressedby the pdf) of the computed

iodine-131concentration,V. Finally,the uncertaintyin Icfused in obtain-

ing the results for the July 1946 vegetationsample was very large (see

Table A.]). lt is unlikely that the uncertaintyin Icffor any other vege-

tation sample collected in 1945-1947would be substantiallylarger. In con-

siderationof these factors, the multiplicativefactorsfor the two vegetation

samples studied in this report may be reasonablyrepresentativeof factors

that apply to other vegetation samplesin the period from 1945 through 1947.

Based on this rationale,the values of the multiplicativefactors in

Table I suggestthat a factor of 3 for the multiplicativefactors FI and F99

may give quite conservative(too wide) 98% confidence intervalsfor most, if

not all, vegetationsamplescollectedin 1945-1947. That is, dividing and

multiplyingthe computed DP concentrationvalue for any sample counted in the

period from October 1945 throughDecember 1947 by 3 should result in an inter-

val that would be highly likely to includethe true iodine-131concentration

for the sample. More definitive informationabout the magnitudeof multipli-

cative factors for other vegetationsamplescould, of course,be obtained by

conductingparameteruncertaintyanalysesfor additionalsamples.
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4.2 SENSITIVITYANALYSES

This sectiondescribesthe sensitivityanalyses conductedusing the

results of the uncertaintyanalyses discussedin Section 4.1.1.

4.2.1 Se_sitivit_to IndividualP_rameters

The 1000 possiblevalues of iodine-131concentrationsthat were computed

by the uncertaintyanalysis for each vegetationsample were used as input to

the sensitivity-analysiscomputer code developedby Iman, Shortencarier,and

Johnson (1985). This code computes a multiple regression-correlationanalysis

to determinewhich of the parameters in Equation (5) contributethe most

uncertaintyto the computed iodine-131concentrations° Those parameterswith

a large absolute value for the partial rank corre'lationcoefficient(PRCC)

contributethemost uncertaintyto the concentrations. The parameters identi-

fied are candidatesfor additional study if it is necessaryto reduce the

uncertaintyin the computed iodine-131concentrations. The absolutevalues of

the PRCCs for both the December 1945 and the July 1946 vegetationsamplesare

listed in order of decreasing value in Table 2.

From Table 2, we see that the five most influentialparameters (EI, m, e,

Mw, and Icf) are the same for both vegetationsamples,but their order is dif-

ferent. In particular,Icf(the fractionof the background-correctedcpm/g

measurementU of the sample that resulted from decay of iodine-131)is the

most importantparameterfor the July 1946 sample,but only the fifth most

importantfor the December 1945 sample. This difference in rank order occurs

because the uncertaintyin the value of Icfwas specifiedas being much larger

for the July 1946 sample (rangingfrom 0.30 to 0.95) than for the December

1945 sample (rangingfrom o.go to 1.0; Table A.I).

Table 2 also indicatesthat uncertaintyin the value of the parametert

(the number of days from the time the sample is collected in the field to the

time it is counted in the laboratory)does not contributegreatly to the

uncertaintyof the iodine-131concentrationfor either vegetation sample.

Hence, uncertaintyabout the value of t is of less concern than uncertainty
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TABLE 2. PartialRank CorrelationCoefficientsfor the Parametersin

• Equation (5) [that Computes the Concentration(_Ci/kg)
of Iodine-131] for the December 20, 1945, and the
July 15, 1946, Vegetation Samples

December 20, 1945, July 15, 1946,
SampIe SampIe

Rank Parameter PRCC(a) Parameter PRCC(a)

I EI -0.95 Icf 0.94
2 m 0.95 m 0.87

3 e -0.81 EI -0.86
4 Mw O.59 e -0.52
5 Icf 0.50 Mw 0.34
6 F s -0.48 F s -0.27
7 Eh3 -0.40 _ -0.16
8 t 0.34 t 0.16

9 F l -0.28 F l -0.15

10 _ -0.27 _G_ -0.1411 0.19 0.12

12 E4 -0.16 f -0.05
13 f -0.10 E4 -0.02
14 B -0.07 T -0.02
15 W -0.03 W -0.01
16 T O.04 B O.O0

R2(b) 0.96 0.93

(a) PRCC is the partialrank correlationcoefficient(see

ABpendixB).

(b) R_ is the proportionof the variance of (the 1000 computed
valuesof) V that is explained by the IB parameters. R_
should be close to I for the PRCCs to be meaningfulfor
identifyingthe most influentialparameters. The values 0.96
and 0,93 are consideredto be acceptablyclose to I.

about the correct value for Icf. Uncertaintiesin the values of the para-

meters G (grosscpm), B (backgroundcpm) and W (pelletweight) contributevery

little to the uncertaintyof computed iodine-131concentrationsas comparedto

the amount contributedby uncertaintyin the other parameters.

The parameter Icfis the only one of the five most influentialparameters

(Table 2) that appearsexplicitlyin Equation (5). The other four appear in

Equations (6), (9), (11), (12), (14), and (15), which are used to computethe

factorsGp, Fd, Fsa, and Fa. Among the factorsthat appear explicitly in Equa-
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tion (5), Icf,Gp, Fd, Fsa,and Fa have the greatest impact on the uncertainty

of computedvalues of iodine-131concentrations.

4.2.2 Effect of Reducinq the Uncertaintyof Parameters

This sectionconsiderswhetherefforts should be made to reduce the

uncertaintyof model parametersto in turn reduce the uncertaintyof histori-

cal vegetationiodine-131concentrations.

Paramet_erI_f

In Section4.2.1, it was shown that the computed iodine-131concen-

tration for the July 1946 vegetationsample [obtainedusing Equation (5)] was

most sensitiveto the parameter Icf. In this sectionwe address the question'

If the value of the parameter Icfwas known with greater certainty,
would that cause a substantialreduction in the uncertaintyofthe

computed iodine-131concentrationfor the July 1946 sample?

To addressthis question,the parameteruncertaintyanalyses for the July sam-

ple were repeated,keeping all parameterspecificationsthe same except for

the lower limit for the distributionof Icf. First, this lower limit was

changed from 0.3 to 0.5, and then to 0.7. By increasingthe value of the

lower limit of Icfwhile keepingthe central value and upper limit unchai_ged,

the amount of uncertaintyof Icfwas reduced.

The percentilesand summarystatisticsfor the histogramsof iodine-131

concentrationsfor the three cases (lower limit of Icfequal to 0.3, 0.5, and

0.7) are shown in Table 3. The uncertaintyin the computed iodine-131concen-

tration, as estimatedby the width of the 98% confidence interval,decreased

12% (from 3.08 to 2.60) when the lower limit of Icfwas increasedfrom 0.3 to

0.5. No furtherdecrease in the width occurred when the lower limit of Icf

was increasedto 0.7.

The last column of Table 3 gives results for the case when al___!luncer-

tainty in Icfwas eliminated;i.e., when the central value of Icf (0.9) was

used in Equation (5) to compute iodine-131concentrationfor all 1000 cases.

For this case, the width of the 98% confidence intervalfor the computed
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TABLE3. Percentilesand Other SelectedStatisticsfor the Histogramof 1000
PossibleValues of Iodine-131Concentrations(pCi/kg)for the
July 15, 1946, VegetationSample When the Lower Limit of the

TriangularDistributionof the Parameter IcfWas Set Equal to 0.3,
0.5, and 0.7

Lower Limit of Distributionof I_f

Statistics 0.3 0.5 O.7 0.9(a)

Minimum 0.726 1.3 1.60 1.8

Ist percentile 1.035 1.46 1.74 1.92

5th percentile 1.305 1.69 1.98 2.1
25th percentile 1.89 2.10 2.38 2.54

50th percentile (median) 2.31 2.52 2.70 2.89

Deterministic-predicted
(DP) concentration(b) 2.88 2.88 2.88 2.88

Arithmetic mean 2,35 2.57 2.79 2.96

75th percentile 2.77 2.96 3.14 3.32
g5th percentile 3.50 3.73 3.83 4.00
ggth percentile 4.11 4.15 4.45 4.43
Maximum 3.38 4.59 4.86 4.92

Standard deviation 0.6629 0.604 0.573 0.5763

98% Confidence interval(c) 1.035 to 1.46 to 1.74 to 1.92 to
4.11 4.15 4.45 4.43

Width of 98% confidenceinterval 3.08 2.69 2.71 2.51

Multiplicativeuncertaintyfactors
F (d) 2.78 1.98 1.66 1.50

FI(e) 1.43 1.44 1.54 1.54

A (f)F 2.10 1.71 1.60 1.52

(a) Both lower limit a_nddupper limit of I_. were set equal to 0.90 so that there was no

uncertaintyin Icf; i,e,, the central%alue of Icf (0,9)was used to computeeach of the 1000values of V,

(b) Computed by substitutingthe central value of each parameter (TableA.I) in the equation for
computing V,

(c) Intervalbetweenthe isr and 99th percentiles.
(d) FI = DP concentrationdivided by the Isr percentile.
(e) F_a = 99th percentiledivided by the DP concentration.

(f) F_'= (F 1 + F99)/2.
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iodine-131concentrationdecreased 18% (from 3.08 to 2.51). This result

illustratesthat the estimatesof uncertaintyof computed iodine-131concen-

trations can be noticeably affected if uncertaintiesin influentialparameters

are completely ignored.

These results also have implicationsregardingthe usefulnessof expend-

ing funds to attemptto reduce the uncertaintyin Icfin order to reduce the

uncertaintyin computedhistorical iodine-131concentrationsfor vegetation.

As the results in Table 3 show, uncertaintyof the iodine-131concentration

for the July 1946 sample,as measured by the width of the 98% confidence

interval,can be reduced a maximum of approximately18"/,.Of course,to

achieve this reductionwould require removing all uncertaintyin the value of

Icf, which is impossible. Based on the results in Table 3, it might be rea-

sonableto expect perhaps a 10% reductionin the uncertaintyof the computed

iodine-131concentrationof the July 1946 vegetationsample if the uncertainty

of Icfcould be reducedby 30% or so. lt is probablynot possible,however,

to achieve that much reduction in the uncertaintyof Icf,regardlessof the

amount of funds expended. Also,,it is debatablewhether expendingfunds in an

attempt to obtain only a 10% reduction in the uncertaintyof the computed

iodine-131concentrationis warranted.

Parametersin M [MeasurementConvers.i_qnFactor;EQuation (4)I

The uncertaintyanalysisof the July 15, 1946, vegetationsample was

repeated for a case with no uncertaintyin any of the parameters (such as Gp,

Fd, Fa, and Fsa)in Equation (4) that are needed to convert counts-per-minute

to disintegrations-per-minute.For this case, a reductionin the multiplica-

tive factor FA from 2.1 to 1.8 occurred. Also, the width of the 98% subjec-

tive confidence intervalwas reduced from 3_08 (Table3) to 1.92. However,

this amount of reductionin uncertaintyis again beyond what can be achieved

in practice,since it is impossiblethat uncertaintiescaused by lack of

knowledgecan be reducedto zero.
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4.2.3 Discussion

On the bases of the results in Section4.2.1, one might conclude that

additionalliteraturesearchesor empiricalstudies should be conducted to

obtain additionalinformationabout the top five most importantparametersto

reduce their uncertainty,therebyreducing the uncertaintyin the estimated

iodine-131concentrationsobtainedusing the modelingequation presented in

this paper as Equation (5). However,this approach is not recommendedfor two

reasons. First, it is unlikelythat additionalinformationexists to reduce

parameteruncertaintiessufficientlyto make a substantialreduction in the

uncertaintyof iodine-131concentrationsfor vegetation.

Second,there may be no need to reduce the uncertaintyof the historical

iodine-131concentrationsfor vegetation. The most likely use that will be

made of the historicaliodine-131concentrationfor vegetationwill be to help

validatethe HEDR Projectsource-term,air-transport,and environmental-

accumulationmodels that are needed to compute iodine-J31concentrationsfor

vegetationin the study area as an intermediatestep in computingdoses to

individualsfrom exposure to iodine-131via the air pathway. The uncertain-

ties in the predictediodine-13]concentrationsfor vegetation obtainedon the

basis of these complexmodels are likely to be very large because of the large

uncertaintiesin some model parametervalues. The uncertaintiesin the

model-predictediodine-131concentrationsare likely to be so large that

reducing the uncertaintiesin convertingmeasured historicalcpm/g radiation

measurementsto iodine-131concentrationswill not perceptiblyaffect the

conclusionsof the validationeffort.

There may be some limitedvalue to conductingadditionaluncertaintyand

sensitivityanalyseson other vegetationsamplescollected in the 1945-1947

period to confirm that the resultsobtained in this report are representative

of most samples. Also, becausethe results of this report apply, strictly

speaking,to sagebrushsamplesonly, efforts could be made to evaluate

uncertaintiesfor other speciesof vegetation. However, the funds these

studieswould requiremight be better used to increase,if possible,our
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knowledgeabout uncertaintyfor parametersin the source-term,air-transport,

environmental-pathways,and dose models that have a major impact on the esti-

mated thyroid doses of individuals.
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5.0 QUALITYASSURANCEAND DATA QUALITYOBJECTIVES

The uncertaintyand sensitivityanalyseswere conducted and this report

was prepared accordingto HEDR QualityAssurance (QA) Plan OHE-3, Revision 4,

issued June 21, 1991. The following PNL QA procedureswere used for the

uncertaintyanalyses: SCP-70-312 (Determinationof Software Requirements),

SCP-70-315 (ConversionTesting, Verification,and/or Validationof Software),

SCP-70-316 (SoftwareApplicationControl),and PAP-70-301 (Hand Calculations,

General).

Project files will be sent to the HEDR ProjectRecord Center upon com-

pletion of this report in accordancewith the Project'sQA plan. Drafts of,.

this document have undergoneinternalPNL technicalreview. Review comments

were satisfactorilyresolved,and there were no controversialresolutionsto

the comments.

The data qualityobjectivesthat were adopted for this study are given

in Section 5.1, and the level to which they have been achieved is evaluated in

Section 5.2.

5.1 DATA QUALITYOBJECTIVES

5.1.1 Accuracy

The qualitativeaccuracy objectiveis to quantify as accuratelyas

possible the uncertaintiesof computed iodine-131concentrationsfor vegeta-

tion, V, for the two vegetationsamplesexamined in this report. This

qualitativeobjectivewill be achievedby using appropriatemodels, estimating

the uncertaintiesof model parameters,and appropriatelypropagatingthe

uncertaintiesof those parametersthroughthe models.
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The quantitative accuracy objective is that the 1st through 99th

percentiles of the probability distribution functions (pdfs) of the model

parameters differ by less than 5% from the percentiles of the specified pdfs

in Table A.1 for those parameters.

5.1.2 Precision

The objective is that two pdfs generated using uncertainty analysis for

the sam model and model parameter distributions should not vary by more than

5% for representative percentiles in the range from the 1st to the 99th

percentile.

5.1.3 Completeness

The objective is to conduct uncertainty and sensitivity analyses for

both hand-formed and press-fo)_ed vegetation pellets, the two types of pellets

used in the ]945-1947 time period.

5.1.4 Representativeness

The objective is that the models developedto convert historical

vegetationbeta activitiesto iodine-131concentrationsshould be acceptedby

peer reviewersas being appropriate. That is, the models should adequately

representthe proceduresthat were used for preparingvegetation pelletsand

measuring radiationduring the period from October 1945 throughDecember 1947.

5.1.5 f_2u_abi]itv

The objective is to make the uncertaintyand sensitivityanalyses in

this report comparableby consistentlyusing the same uncertaintyand

sensitivitymethods (outlinediinSections 2.2 and 2.3) throughout the report.

5.2 A__TTAINME_T0F_Qb3JL_Q_ALII'y0BJECTIVJ_._

5.2,1 Accuracy.

The attainmentof this objectivewas assessedqualitativelyby peer

reviews. The quantitativeobjectivewas assessedby determiningwhether
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selectedrepresentativepercentilesin the range from the Ist through the

9gth, of the probabilitydistributionfunctions (pdfs)for three

representativemodel parameters [generatedusing the code by Iman and

Shortencarier(1984)],differed by less than 5% from the percentilesof the

specifiedpdfs in Table A.I for these three parameters. Table 4 displays the

percentilesand other statisticsof the specifiedpdf (fromTable A.I) and of

the generatedpdf for the followingthree model parameters" Icffor the July

1946 sample for the case where the minimum value was set at 0.30, e for the

December 1945 vegetationsample,m for both samples. These parameterswere

TABLE 4. Percentilesand Other Selected Statisticsfor the Specified
(TableA.I) and Generated(a)ProbabilityDensity Functions

of Parameters Icf,e, and m in the Model [Equation(5)] for
Iodine-131Concentrationsin Vegetation

I (b)

cf m(d)(uniform(triangular
pdf) e(c)(normalpdf) pdf)

Speci- Gen- Speci- Gen- Speci- Gen-
Statistics fied erated fied erated fied erated

,,,,i

Minimum 0.30 0.318 -0.8100 -0.81 0.0295 0.0295
Ist percentile 0.362 0.361 -0.6094 -0.609 0.0296 0.0296
5rh percentile 0.440 0.440 -0.4310 -0.431 0.0302 0.0302
25th percentile 0.612 0.612 -0.1767 -0.1765 0.0330 0.033

50rh percentile 0.742 0.742 0.0000 0.00012 0.0365 0.0365
Mean 0o7166 0.7167 O.'JO00 -0.00006 0.035_ 0.0365

75th percentile 0.841 0.841 0.1767 0.1765 0.040 0.040
95th percentile 0.910 0.910 0.4310 0.431 0.0428 0.0428
99th percentile 0.932 0.932 0.6094 0.6125 0.04336 0.04335
Maximum 0.95 o.g4g 0.8100 0.81 0.0435 0.0435

Standarddeviation 0.148 0.148 0.262 0.262 0.00404 0.00404

(a) 1000 generatedvaluesof the parameter.
(b) I is the fractionof the background-correctedvegetation_s_mpIebeta activity that is due toi8 i.e-131
(c) • is an additive randomerror term that models the uncertaintyin approximatingthe diameter of

vegetationpelletsusing the linear regressionof pelletdiameter on pelletthickness
[Equations(II) and (12)].

(d) m is the iodine-131beta absorptioncoefficient[Equation(13)].
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i

selected because I) they were identified (Section4.2) as being relatively

large contributorsto the uncertaintyin computed iodine-131concentrations

and 2) their specifiedpdfs (TableA.I) represent the three different

distributionsof pdfs used in this report: triangular,normal (Gaussian),and

uniform (rectangular). lt is clear from Table 4 that the percentilesand

statistics for the pdfs that were generatedare in close agreementwith those

for the specified(target)pdfs. Moreover,the percent difference in the

specifiedand generatedpercentileswere less than I% for all percentiles.

Hence, the data qualityobjective for accuracy has been attained.

5.2,2 _Q

The data quality objectivefor precisionwas that two pdfs generated

using uncertaintyanalysis for the same model and model parameterdistribu-

tions should not vary by more than 5% for selectedrepresentativepercentiles

in the range from the Isr to the 99th percentile. The attainmentof this data

quality objectivewas assessed by repeatingthe uncertaintyanalysis for the

December 20, 1945, vegetation sample with a new sequence of random numbers.

The new sequencewas obtained by using a different random number seed in the

code by Iman and Shortencarier(1984)to start the random number sequence.

The percentilesand statisticsthat describe the 1000 values of

iodine-131concentrationsobtained 'inthe new uncertaintyanalysisare shown

in Table 5, along with the resultsfor the original uncertaintyanalysis from

Table I. The percentrelative standarddeviations for the percentilesare all

less than 5%. Hence, the precisiondata quality objectivewas achieved. (The

percent relativestandarddeviation is 100 times the standarddeviation

divided by the mean.) The relative standarddeviations for the other statis-

tics were also less than 5% with the exceptionof the maximum value of V. The

two maximumvalues (39.3 and 32.4 _Ci/Kg)differed by IB% and had a percent

relative standarddeviationof 13.6%. However, because the distributionof

the maximum order statistichas a wide variability (largeuncertainty)

thisdifferenceis maximum values is not an unusual result. Given the very
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_. Percentilesand Other Selected Statisticsfor Two Histogramsof
• 1000 PossibleValues of the Iodine-131Concentrationsin

Vegetation (pC'i/kg)as Obtained Using Two Sequencesof Random
ParameterValues for the December20, 1945, VegetationSample

Original Duplicate

Uncertair}t_/Uncertainty
Statistics Analysis Analysisi ,Ill II I

Number of values of V(b) 1000 1000

Minimum 1I.6 11.9
Ist percentile 13.1 13.05
5th percentile 14.35 14.2
25th percentile 16.8 16.85

50th percentile (median) 19.3 19.3
Deterministic-predictedconcentrationvalue(c) 19.6 19.6
Arithmetic mean 19.74 19,74

7Sth percentile 22.2 22+0
gSth percentile 26.65 26.55
ggth percentiIe 30.4 29.95
Maximum 39.3 32.4

Standard deviation 3.867 3.829

98_Y,Confidence interval(d) 13.1 to 13.05 to
30.4 29.95

Multiplicativeuncertaintyfactors

F (e) 1.4g I.50
F1 (f) 1.55 1.53

F9A9(g) 1.52 1.52

(a) The resultsfor this case are from Table I.

(b) Number of values of V (iodine-131concentrations)that were computed.
(c) Computed by substitutingthe centralvalue of each parameterin Equation (5), the equation for

computingV,

(d) Intervalbetweenthe Isr and 99th percentiles.

(e) II = DP concentrationdividedby the Isr percentile.
(f) _99 = 99th percentiledividedby the DP concentration.
(g) rA = (Fl + F99)/2.
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small relative standard deviations in Table 5, there is no reason to believe

that a replicationof the uncertaintyanalyses describedin this report would

result in histogramsof iodine-131concentrationsthat would lead to different

conclusionsand recommendations.

5.2.3 Completeness,Representativeness,and ComDarabilit_

The completenessobjectivewas attained because uncertaintyand sensi-

tivity analyses for both hand-formedand press-formedvegetationpellets were

conducted. The representativenessobjectivewas attainedto the extent of the

peer reviews conductedfor this report. However, furtherverificationof this

objectivewill be assessedby peer reviewsof the report by Mart et. al.

(1993),which is currently in preparation. The comparabilityobjectivewas

also verified by peer reviewsof this report.
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6.0 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS.

The Mart et al. (1993) report describesa model for convertingGM detec-

• tor measurements(cpm/g)of historicalHanford vegetationsamples to concen-

trations of iodine-131(pCi/kg). This model, Equation (S),which is expected

to be appliedto individualvegetationsamples,has a number of parameters.

Because of a lack of knowledgeabout the correct value of these parameters for

a given sample, there is uncertaintyin the computed iodine-131concentration

for each sample. The uncertaintiesof these parametersare specifiedas prob-

abilitydensity functions (pdfs),which are listed in Table A.I in Appendix A.

These pdfs were used as input to a computercode (Iman and Shortencarier1984)

that was used to estimate the uncertaintyof the iodine-131concentrationcom-

puted using Equation (5). This uncertaintyis characterizedby the histograms

of 1000 possible (plausible)iodine-131concentrationvalues generatedby the

uncertaintyanalysisfor each of the vegetationsamples. For each sample,

this histogramexpressesthe uncertaintyin the predicted iodine-131concen-

tration that is due to uncertaintiesin the model parameters. The model

itself is assumed to be known.

Uncertaintyanalyseswere conductedfor two specificvegetationsamples:

a sagebrushsample collectedand countedon December 20, 1945, and a sample of

unknown speciesco]lected and countedon July 15, 1946. The histogramsof the

1000 computedvalues for iodine-131concentrationsfor these two samples are

summarizedin Table I and displayed in Figures4 and 5. The uncertaintyfor

each vegetationsample is describedby both the 98% confidence intervalfor

the concentrationvalue and by a unitlessmultiplicativeuncertaintyfactor.

The multiplicativefactor is useful for summarizingand comparingresults for

differentvegetationsamp]es. From Table I it was found, using the upper and

lower limits of the 98% confidence interval,that the multiplicativeuncer-

tainty for the December 1945 iodine-131concentrationwas approximately1.5.

That is, the lower and upper limitswere a factor of approximately1.5 smaller

and larger, respectively,than the deterministic-predicted(DP) concentration.
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For the July 1946 sample,the upper limit of the 98% confidenceintervalwas a

factor of 1.4 larger than the DP concentration,and the lower limit was a

factor of 2.8 less than the DP concentration. This difference in factors for

the December 1945 and July 1946 vegetationsamples reflects the fact that the

uncertainty in the iodine correctionfactor Icfwas substantiallylarger for

the July 1946 sample than for the December 1945 sample. The factorsfor the

July sample (I.4 and 2.8) were unequal becausethe pdf of Icffor that sample

was asymmetrical(higherprobabilityof extremelylow values than of extremely

high values of Icf).

In additionto the parameteruncertaintyanalyses,sensitivityanalyses

were conductedto determinewhich parameters(a)in Equation (5) contribute

the most to the uncertaintyof the iodine-131concentrationvalue for each

vegetation sample. The sensitivityanalyses (Section4.2) indicatedthat El,

m, e, MW, and Icfwere the most influentialparameters(b)for both the

December and July vegetation samples. However,the parameter Icfcontributed

the BIp.Lttuncertaintyto the iodine-131concentrationfor the July 1946 sample

only. The analysesalso showed that the parametert (time betweensample

collection in the field and beta counting in the laboratory)was not highly

influentialfor either sample. Also, parametersG (grossGM detectorcpm), B

(backgroundcpm), and W (vegetationpellet weight) had very minor influences

on the uncertainty. These results suggestthat the parameter Icfis the most

importantcandidatefor further study, followedby EI,m, e, and Mw.

The results (Section4.2.2) suggest that if _ of the uncertaintyin Icf

was removed for the July 1946 vegetation sample,the multiplicativeuncer-

tainty factors 1.4 and 2.8 would reduce to a single factor of about 1.5. That

is, when all uncertaintyin Icfwas removed,the 98% subjectiveconfidence

intervalwas from 1.92 to 4.43 _Ci/kg, in contrast to 1.035 to 4.11 pCi/kg

calculatedwhen Icfwas assigned the original (more realistic)uncertainty.

(a) The reader should recallthat some of these parametersdepend on other parametersdefinedin
Equations(6), (9), (14), (IB). (17), and (18}.

(b) For definitionsof these parameters,see AppendixA and Section3.0.
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Thisresult suggests that even if the uncertaintyin Icfwere reducedto zero,

• which is impossibleto achieve,the confidence intervalsfor iodine-131con-

centrationswould not change drastically. Hence, further study to reduce the
4

uncertaintyof Icfwould not have been cost effective. Since Icfis the most

importantparameterfor the July 1946 sample,furtherstudy to reduce uncer-

tainty in the remainingparametersalso would not have been cost effective.

Also, it may not be possibleto reduce uncertaintyin the other parametersto

any extent.
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7.0 R.ECOMMENDAT.!ONSFORFUTURE WORK

A major goal of the HEDR Projectis to estimate the iodine-131dose to

the thyroidof specific individualsand populationgroupswho were exposed to

iodine-131in the 1944-1990period. Those doses will be estimatedusing the

air pathwaydose computermodel HEDRIC (Hanford EnvironmentalDose

ReconstructionIntegratedCodes). HEDRIC contains an environmentalaccumula-

tion model (DESCARTES)that computes historicalmeasurementsof iodine-131

concentrationsfor vegetation. Becauseof the large uncertaintythat is

present in modeling the amount of iodine-131released from Hanford stacks and

the dispersionof that iodine-131to vegetationaround the Hanford Site, the

uncertaintiesin DESCARTES'estimatediodine-131concentrationsfor vegetation

are also likely to be very large. The uncertaintiesin iodine-131concen-

trationsof historical vegetationsamples that are computed in this report

(Section4.1) using Equation (5) are expected to be much smaller. In this

situation,there appearsto be little incentiveto conductstudiesto try to

reduce the uncertaintyof parametersin Equation (5). Instead,efforts should

be focusedon developing improvedpdfs for parametersin the source-term,air+

transport,environmental-accumulation,and dose models that contributethe

most uncertaintyto estimatedthyroiddoses of individuals. This development

process is being evaluatedas part of the HEDR ProjectMilestone0803A letter

report: ProjectSensitivityUncertaintyAnalyses Plan.

Because uncertaintyand sensitivityanalyses are such an importantpart

of the proceduresbeing developedto estimate doses received by specific

individualsand populations,the HEDR Project is currentlyexamining two

questions:

I. What level of effort shouldbe devoted to quantifyingthe uncertaintyin
the source-term,air-transport,environmental-accumulation,and dose
models?
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2. To what extent are formal, structured,interviewmethods for eliciting
informationfrom experts concerningmode] and model-parameteruncer-
tainties needed to ensure the credibilityand defensibilityof HEDR
Projectdose estimates?

The first question addressesthe issue of uncertaintyabout models

(equations)rather than uncertaintyabout which parametervalues to use in the

model. The analysesconducted in this reportestimate uncertaintydue solely

to lack of knowledgeabout which parametervalues to use. An additionalcom-

ponent of uncertaintyis that due to uncertaintyabout which model form or

structureto use. The predictive models used in this report (Sections2.1 and

3.0), which are from the Mart et al. (1993) report,are consideredto be known

with certainty. Of course, model uncertainty(as distinct from parameter

uncertainty)does indeed exist. Indeed,the models described in the Mart

et al. (1993) report have not yet been formally reviewed by the HEDR Project

because that report is still in preparation. However, the issue of model

uncertaintywas not addressedfor the models here because the resultsof this

report will not directly affect the main objectiveof the HEDR Project,which

is to estimate doses to individualsand groups. Staff of the HEDR Project are

consideringhow to resolve the issue of model uncertaintyfor the source-term,

air-transport,environmental-accumulation,and dose models (equations). These

models are vitally importantfor the successof the HEDR Project.

As concernsthe second question,no attemptwas made here to use a struc-

tured interviewprocedure,such as those discussedby Meyer and Booker (1991)

and IAEA (1989,p. 31), for eliciting informationabout the uncertaintyof

model-parametervalues. This approachwas not used becauseof the time and

expense that would have been required,and because such an approachwas not

considered essentialto achievethe goals of this report. However, HEDR Proj-

ect staff are addressingthe issue of the extent to which a formal interview

approach is needed to elicit informationabout models and probabilitydensity

functionsfor model parameters. The methods for eliciting and analyzing

expert judgment discussedby Meyer and Booker (1991) are currentlybeing eval-

uated. The issue of how to defend model predictionsbased on models that
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require substantialsubjectiveinput is of central importanceto tilecredi-

• bility of the HEDR Project. This issue is of greatest importancefor the

source-term,airntransport,environmental-accumulation,and dose models. The

' defensibilityand credibilityof the estimateddoses for individualsand

groups will depend in large part on the credibilityof the proceduresused to

elicit uncertaintyinformationfrom experts.
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APPENDIX A

. B_TIONALE FOR!HE CHOICE OF PARAMETERDTJ_E!B/B_UTIONS

This appendixgives the rationalefor the choice of the probabilityden-

sity function (pdf) for each parameterin Equation (5), the equation that was

used to compute iodine-13]concentrations,V. The forms of the pdf (normal,

triangular,or uniform) and the minimum,central, and maximum values for each

pdf are given in Table A.I.

A.I G__RLQSSCOUNTS PER MINUTE,__ (cpm)

For both vegetationsamples studied in this report, a large number of

beta-particlecounts were obtained during the time (tg minutes) that the vege-

tation pelletswere counted in the GM detector. Hence, the gross count rate,

G, for each pellet is known (NCRP 1985) to be well approximatedby a normal

(Gaussian)distributionwith mean G and standarddeviation (G/tg)I/2. For the

' December 20, 1945, pellet, Healy (1945)reportsthat G = 711 cpm and tg =

5 minutes, which impliesthat the mean and standarddeviation (SD) of G are

711 and (711/5)I/2= 11.9 cpm, respectively. For the July 15, 1946, pellet,

Dickinson (1946)reportsthat G _ 132 cpm and tg = 16 minutes,which implies

that the mean and SD of G for this pellet are 132 and (132/16)I/2= 2.87 cpm,

respectively. For both samples,the 0.1 and 99.9 percentilesof G, which are

required input to the uncertaintyanalysiscomputercode (!man and

Shortencarier1984),were computed as follows"

0.1 Percentile= mean - 3.09 SD (A.I)

99.9 Percentile= mean + 3.09 SD (A.2)
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Using these formulas we obtain (see also Table A.1):

0.1 P_ercenti!e 99.9 Percentile

December 20, 1945, sample: 674 cpm 748 cpm

July 15, 1946, sample" 123 cpm 141 cpm

When the computer code by Iman and Shortencarier(1984) selects random

values from a normal distribution,no values are selectedoutside the range

given by the 0.1 and gg.g percentiles. That is, the computer code truncates

the low probabilitytails of normal distributions. Since G has a normal dis-

tribution,the code does not select any random values of G outside the range

given by the 0.1 and 99.9 percentiles. The other distributionsused in this

report (uniformand triangular)are not truncatedby the code since they have

well defined minimums and maximums.

A.2 BA__CKGROUNDCOUNTS PtR MI__

The numbers of backgroundcounts obtainedduring the background counting

time (tb minutes) for the pelletswere large enough to indicatethat B is well

approximatedby the normal distribution,with mean and SD equal to B and

(B/tb)I/2,respectively(NCRP 1985). For the December 20, 1945 pellet,

B = 23.4 cpm and tb = 30 minutes, which impliesthat the mean and SD of B are

23.4 and (23.4/30)I/2- 0.883 cpm, respectively. For the July 15, 1946

pellet, B = 31.5 cpm and tb = 2160 minutes (36 hours),which impliesthat the

mean and SD of B for this pellet are 31.5 and (31.5/2160)I/2- 0.121 cpm,

respectively. The 0.1 and 99.9 percentilesof B, the values of which are

given in Table A.I, were computed as they were for G above, and the computer

code truncatedthe normal distributionsof B at the 0.1 and 99.9 percentiles.

A.2
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TABLE A._. ,ProbabilityDensity Functionsfor Parameters in Equation (5)
o Used to Compute VegetationIodine-131Activities (_Ci/kg)for a

VegetationSample Collectedand Counted on December 20, 1945,
and a Vegetation Sample Collectedand Counted on July 15, 1946

ParFme_r _ . Pelle_ ...__f._LC._._ _Inimum _ue (a} Maximum

6{b) (gross cpm) 12/20/45 (c) Normal 674 (d) 711 748(e)

7/15/46(c) Normal 123(d) 132.4 141(e)

B (bckg cpm) 12/20/45 Normal 20.7 (d) 23.4 26,1 (e)

7/15/46 Normal 31.1 (d) 31.5 31.9 (e)

Icf 12/20/45 Triangular 0 90 0 98 1 0

7/15/46 Triangular 0 30 0 90 0 95

7/15/46 Triangular 0 50 0 90 0 95

7/15/46 Triangular 0 70 0 90 0 95

T{b) (thickness,cm) HFP(f) Triangular 0 300 0 578 0 762

PFP(f) Triangular 0 381 0 551 0 737

e HFP Normal -0.81(d) 0 0 0 81(e)

PFP Normal -0.56(d) 0 0 0 56(e)

f HFP Uniform 0.67 0 70 0 73

PFP Triangular 0.70 0 72 0 73

t (days) All(g) Uniform 0.0417 0 333 0 625

W(a) (weight,grams) All Uniform 0.90 i 1 10

EI All Uniform -0.0173 0 0 0 0173

E2 All Uniform -0.00173 0 0 0 00173

E3 All Uniform -0.0173 0 0 0 0173

E4 All Uniform -0.00953 0 0 0 00953

m (mg/cm3) All Uniform 0.0295 0 0365 0 0435

Hw (n_/cm?) All Uniform 2.33 3 68 5 03

Fbs All Uniform 1.0B 1 10 1 14

FceI All Uniform 1.02 I 04 1 06

(a) Mean of the distributionfor each parameterexceptf (for the July 15, 1946, sample),Icf, and T, forwhich the mode was used.

(b) CorrelationbetweenW and 6 was 0.90;correlationbetweenW and T was 0.93; correlationbetween G and

T was 0.80. These correlationsapplied to both hand-formedand press-formedpellets.
(c) 12/20/45and 7/15/46are the dates that the two sampleswere collectedand counted.
(d) O.lOth percentileof the distribution.
(e) 99.gth percentileof the distribution.
{f) HFP = all hand-formedvegetationpellets in 1945-1946;

PFP = all press-formedvegetationpellets in !946-1947.
(g) All vegetationpelletsin 1945-1947.
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A.3 ][_/ICKNESS(T) AND AVERAGE DIAMETER (DIAM)OF THE VEGETATIONPELLET (cre)

The thickness(T) and averagediameter (DIAM) of a vegetationpellet are

parameters in the equation for calculatingthe self-absorptionparameter,Fsa

[Equation(14)]. Unfortunately,the historicalHanford documentsreviewed by

the HEDR Projectcontainedonly limitedinformationabout the actual dimen-

sions of vegetationpellets constructedfrom early 1945 through 1947, and the

original pellets no longer exist.

To obtain estimatesof pellet dimensionsfor the historicalpellets,

HEDR Project staff constructedseveral prototype1-g pellets of green sage-

brush and dried cheatgrass in 1989-1990. These prototypeswere sent for

evaluationto severalveteran Hanford employeeswho worked in the environ-

mental samplingprogram in the 1940s. There was some disagreementon the

cheatgrasspellet,but the veterans'consensuswas that the sagebrushpellets

generally resembledthose made in the Ig4Os, althoughthey were too perfectly

shaped. One person thought that the constructedpellets should containmore

leaves. Another person thought that stems should be included in the con-

structed pellets. Apparently,the historicalpellets were more crudely formed

becausethey tried to minimize the handlingof the samples.

Based on these comments,HEDR Project staff collectedgreen sagebrush

samplesmonthly for about a year and constructedhand-formedand press-formed

pellets using the proceduresoutlined in the historicaldocuments. The

majority of these pelletscontained both leaves and small stems. Some pellets

also containedflowersor parts of flowers. Fifty-fivehand-formedand SS

press-formed1-g sagebrushpelletswere constructedfrom Septe;nber1989 to

July 1990 (ten pelletsof each type in September,and usually five pellets of

each type in other months).

Calipers were used to measure the thicknessand diameter of these recon=

structed pellets. A single measurementof the thickness (T) was made for each

pellet. The diameterwas measured at four evenly spaced points (-45 degrees

apart) around the pellet surface, and DIAM was computed as the arithmetic

Ao4
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averageof these four measurements. For each type of pellet, the 55 values of

• T were plotted as a histogram. Using the shape of this histogramas a guide,

the triangulardistributionwas selected for the pdf for both hand-formedand

' press-formedpellets. The particulartriangulardistributionsthat were

selected are given in Table A.I.

If we assume that all 1-g pelletshave the same density, the dimensions

T and DIAM should be related (in general, larger DIAM impliessmaller T).

Accordingly,a linear regressionanalysisof DIAM on T was performedso that

the parameterDIAM in the equation for F_a [Equation(14)] could be replaced

with an equation that containedonly the parameterT plus a random error

term e that would model the random deviations from the fitted line. This

approachwas preferredto the alternativeapproachof retainingboth DIAM and

T in the expressionsfor Fsa,specifyingpdfs for both DIAM and T, and also

specifyingthe correlationbetweenDIAM and T. The regressionapproachwas

judged to be more direct and easier to understandand interpret.

A.3.1 Hand-FormedPellets

The followingregressionapproachwas used for the hand-formedpellets.

First, the value of DIAM was plotted against the value of T for each of the 55

reconstructedvegetationpellets. Then, a simple linear regressionequation

was fit to the data using the software PROC REGRESS in a commercial software

packageby the StatisticalAnalysis System (SAS 1985a,b). The regression

equationgave the followingmodel:

DIAM = 5.32 - 1.95 T + e (A.3)

where e is a variable that models the random deviationsof the plotted points

about the straight line. The coefficientof determination(Rz) for the

regression(see Appendix B) was only 0.22; i.e., only 22% of the variability

in DIAM was explained by the variationin T. Nevertheless,the relationship
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was judged to be useful because the estimatedslope of the line [Equa-

tion (A.3)]was negative (-1.95)so that the value of DIAM predictedby Equa-

tion (A.3) decreasesas T increases.

The parametere was assumed to be normally distributedwith a mean of 0

and a SD of 0.262 cm. The normal distributionwas selectedbecause the

Kolomogorovgoodness-of-fittest used by the SAS (1985a,b)statistical

softwareroutine PROC UNIVARIATE indicateda very small likelihoodthat e was

not normallydistributed. The SD of e was estimated from the regression

analysisto be 0.262 cm.

The normal distributionof e was truncatedat the 0.1 and 99.9 percen-

tiles of the distributionby the uncertaintyanalysis computercode (Iman and

Shortencarier1984). These percentileswere computed using Equation (A.I) and

Equation (A.2),and are shown in Table A.I.

In summary,each value of DIAM used in the uncertaintyanalyseswas

obtained by first randomly selectinga value of T from its triangulardistri-

bution and a value of e from its truncatednormal distribution(TableA.I).

Then these valuesT and e were used to computeDIAM using Equation (Ao3).

This processwas repeated for each of the 1000 iterationsof the code.

A.3.2 Price,FormedPelle_tj.ts

The same procedurethat was used for hand-formedpelletswas also used

to estimate the linear relationshipbetweenDIAM and T for press-formedpel-

lets. The simple linear regressionequation that was fit to the data was

DIAM- 4.49 - 1.135 T + e (A.4)

The value of R2 was 0.096, meaning that about 10% of the variabilityin DIAM

was explainedby the variabilityin T, which indicatesthat the parametere

varies over a wide range. That is, Equation (A.4) does not give a very pre-

cise estimateof DIAM. The test for normality (the same test as was used for
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hand-formedpellets)indicatedit was reasonableto assume that the parame-

• ter e was normallydistributed. The SD of e was estimatedfrom the regression

analysis to be 0.181. Hence, e was assumedto be normally distributedwith

mean 0 and SD 0.181. The 0.1 and 99.9 percentilesof the normal distribution

of e were estimatedusing Equations(A.I) and (A.2)._These percentilesare

given in Table A.I.

A.4 WEIGHT OF TH_ PELLET,W (q)

In this report, it has been assumed that both the December 1945 and the

July 1946 pelletsweighed I g. The rationalefor this selectionis discussed

in the Mart et al. (1993)report. The measurementsof W are assumedto have a

uniform distributionwith lower and upper limitsof 0.9 and 1.1 grams, respec-

tively (TableA.I). That is, we have assumedthat the actual pellet weight

was equally likelyto have been any value from 0.9 to 1.1 g, with no possi-

bility that the pellet weight could have been outside that range. These lim-

its were used because veteranHanford employeesindicatedthat the weighing

balances that were used in the mid-lg40swere notched in O.1-g increments.

The uniform distributionwas selectedbecauseno historical informationhas

been found regardingthe actual measurement-errordistribution.

We assume that the weight, W, and the total beta counts per minute, G,

of a specificpellet have a correlationof O.gO. This correlationwas

selected subjectivelyon the basis of informationreported by Healy and

Eisenacher (1946). They counted an unspecifiednumber of samplesweighing

less than I g to determinethe effect of sample size on the counting rate

(cpm). They found that the cpm was nearly proportionalto the pellet weight.

The correction factor for a O.5-g sample was 1.7 instead of the expected value

of 2.0 that would apply for the proportionalcase. For a 0.25-g sample,the

correctionfactor was 3.3 insteadof the expected value of 4.0. Pelletsof

differentweight have different values for the parametersGp, Fd, Fsa,and Fa,

' which may account for the nonproportionalityobserved by Healy and Eisenacher.

A.7
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The raw data that were the basis for Healy and Eisenacher'sconclusionswere

not in their report and have not been found. We note that heavier pellets

will tend to absorb more of their own radiationthan lighter pellets,which

will tend to reduce somewhatthe value of G and the correlationbetweenW

and G.

The weight, W, is also correlatedwith the thickness,T, of the pellet;

heavierpellets tend to be thicker. The correlationshere were estimated

using sagebrushvegetationpellets constructedin January 1990 by HEDR Project

staff to investigatethe relationshipbetween pelletweight and dimension

(thicknessand diameter). Five pellets of each type (hand- and press-formed)

were formed for 0.5-, 0.75-, 1.0-, 1.25-, 1.5-, 1.75-, and 2oO-g we_ights,for

a total of 35 pellets of each type. The resultingcalculatedcorrelation

betweenW and T was 0.93 for both hand-formedand press-formedpellets.

Since W and G as well as W and T have positivecorrelations(of assumed

values 0.90 and 0.93, respectively),it followsthat G and T also have a posi-

tive correlation. (Note that a larger T impliesmore self absorption,which

somewhat reduces the value of G and the positivecorrelationbetweenT and G.)

Moreover,since T is correlatedwith G via the correlationsof both T and G

with W, it is reasonableto assume that the correlationbetweenT and G is

less than the correlationbetween W and G or W and T. With that assumption,a

correlationof 0.8 betweenT and G was selectedsubjectively. A subjective

selectionwas necessarybecause it is not possibleto compute the correlation

betweenT and G merely on the basis of specifiedcorrelationsbetweenW and G

and between W and T.

The above correlationswere specifiedas input to the uncertainty-

analysis computer code (Iman and Shortencarier1984). The code did not have

to adjust these correlationsbecausethe specifiedcorrelationmatrix was

positive definite.
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A.5 FRACTXON,f [from Equation (B)]

t

The uniformdistributionwas selected for the pdf of f for the Decem-

ber 20, 1945, vegetation sample becauseminimal informationwas availablefor

this parameter. [Recallthat f is the fraction of T (pelletthickness)that

achieves the appropriatevalue of MED.] The mean of f was specifiedto be

0.70 based on the calculationsmade in the Mart et al. (1993) report. The

lower and upper limits for f were subjectivelyspecifiedas 0.67 and 0.73 on

the basis of professionaljudgment.

For the July 15, 1946, vegetationsample,the subjectivelyspecified

values for the minimum, central (best-estimate),and maximum values were 0.70,

0.72, and 0.73, respectively. A triangularpdf was selectedbecause available

informationwas minima] and becausethe central value (0.72)was not midway

between the minimum and maximum values.

A.6 UNCERTAINTYPARAMETERSElAND E2 ASSOCIATEDWITH Gp

The uniformdistributionwas selectedfor the pdf of EI and E2, which are

the uncertaintyparameters associatedwith computingGp [Equation(6)]. The
uniform distributionwas selectedbecauseminimal informationwas available

about these parameters.

Each uniform distributionwas assumed to have a mean of O, which implies

that Equation (6) neither underestimatesnor overestimates Gp consistently.

The SD that was assumedto apply to EI was 0.01, which was reported by

Schwendiman(1954) for a measured Gp value of 0.22 for shelf I of the beta

counter. Schwendimanobtained this value by measuringGp for different beta

counters. Because of a lack of data, we assume that the SD of 0.01 also

applies to Gp values for the secondshelf of the counter. Using a mean of 0

and a SD of 0.01, the minimum and maximum values of Ez are -0.0173and 0.0173,

respectively,as computed using the formulas
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max - mean + (3)i/z SD
ii

min : mean - (3)1/z SD

These formulaswere obtained by solving for max and min the followingformulas

that give the mean and SD of the uniformdistribution[from Iman and

Shortencarier(1984)]:

mean = (min + max) / 2

SD : (max - rain)/ (12)I/2

The SD of E2 was assumed to be 0.001, which was the value obtained by

computing the SD of the differencesbetweenthe measured and modeled [Equa-

tion (7)] values of Gp for shelf-distancevalues of 0.485, 2.073, and 3.66 cm

(see Figure 2). (The measured and modeled values of Gp for shelf distancesof
5.25 and 6.84 cm were not used to estimate the SD because the lower shelves

were not used in ].945-1947.)Even though the shelf distance3.66 cm was not

used in 1945-1947,values of Gp for that distance were used to estimate the SD

of Ep.because the measured Gp for distance 3.66 cm was used to estimate the

curve that relatesGp to distance (Figure2 of this report). Assuming a uni-

form distributionfor E2 with a mean of 0 and a SD of 0.001, the minimum and

maximum values of Ez were computed to be -0.00173and 0.00173, respectively.

These values were computed using the formulasgiven above for maximum and

minimum.

A.7 UNCERTAI__T.YPARAMETERSE3AN___Bp.__4ASSOCIATED.WITHFd

The uniformdistributionwas selectedfor the pdfs for E3 and E4 because

minimal informationwas availableabout these parameters. The mean of each

pdf was assumedto be O, which impliesthat Equation (10) neitherunderesti-

mates nor overestimatesFd consistently. The SD of E3, which representsthe
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measurementerror of Fd, was assumedto be 0.01, the same value as was used

• for EI. The SD of E3 could not be estimatedfrom data because no replicate

measurementsof Fd (i.e.,no repeat measurementsof Fd made by the same labo-

ratory at the same time) have been found in historicalreports. Assuming a

uniformdistributionfor E3 with a mean of 0 and a SD of 0.01, the minimum and

maximum values of E3 are -0.01732and 0.01732,respectively.

The SD assumed to apply to E4 was 0.0055,which was obtained by computing

the SD of the differencesbetween the measured and modeled [Equation(10)]

values of Fd for shelf distancesequal to 0.485 and 2.07 cm and forDIAM val-

ues of 2.54, 3.81, and 5.08 cm. Assuming a uniformdistributionfor E4 with a

mean of 0 and a SD of 0.0055,the minimum and maximum values of E4 are

-0.00953and 0.00953, respectively.

A.8 .!_QDINE-131BIOTA-ABSORPTIONCOEFFICIENT,m (mq/cm3)

The parameterm was reported by Baltakmens (1977)to be 0.0365

+_0.007mg/cm3. Baltakmensdid not define the +-0.007uncertaintyterm, but he

statesthat m "...canbe determinedwith a typicalaccuracy of +2% if the

counting geometry is kept constant." Since 0.007 is 2% of 0.0365,we assume

that 0.0365 ±:0.007approximatesthe minimum and maximum values for m, 0.0295

and 0.0435, respectively(TableA.I). The parameterm is assumed to have a

uniform pdf because no informationwas availableto justify using a

distributionshape.

A.9 M__AS.STHICKNESS.OF THE MICA W!_JDg_t_,_(_gZc_t

Healy, Schwendiman,and Thorburn (1950)reportedmica-windowmass thick-

nesses for 13 beta counters in use at Hanford in 1950. The mean and SD of

these 13 values were 3.68 and 0.780, respectively,and these 1950 values are

assumed to apply to the period from 1945 to 1947. We have assumed that Mw has

a uniform pdf becauseonly minimal informationwas available. A uniformpdf

with a mean equal to 3.68 and a SD equal 'to0.780 implies the minimum and

A.11
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maximum values of Mw are 2.33 and 5.03 mg/cmz, respectively,as obtained using

the formulas for maximum and minimum given in SectionA.6. No informationhas

been found to indicatewhether the skill in n;anufacturingmica windows

improvedbetween 1945 and 1950.

A.10 BACKSCA_TER.PARAMETER,Fbs

As discussed in the Mart et al. (1993) report,no measurementsof Fbsfori

vegetationpelletshave been found in historicalHanford documents. However,

one measurementof FbsWaS reportedfor iodine-131on cardboard (Burtt 1949)

and six values were reportedfor iodine-131on filter paper (Schwendiman1954;

Thomas,Polinsky,and Schwendiman1956; Mart et al. 1993). Although backscat-

tering within a thick radioactivesubstanceis much more complex than that

measuredfor a radioactivesubstanceplaced on an inert backing, these data

were used in this report becauseof the lack of more definitivedata [see Mart

et al. (1993) for additionaldiscussion]. The mean and SD of these seven

values are 1.101 and 0.0219, respectively. We assume a uniform pdf for Fbs

becausethe data are inadequateto justify a specificdistributionshape, A

uniformpdf with mean equal to 1.10 and SD equal to 0.0219 results in minimum

and maximum val,lesfor Fbsof 1.06 and 1.14, as computedusing the formulas

for maximum and minimum given in Section A.6u

A.11 CELLOPHANESCATTERING PARAMI_TER,F_el

For bismuth-210beta radiationfrom a radium (RaDEF)source placed on

the second shelf of the GM detector,the shelf used historic_lly at Hanford,

Schwendiman(1954) estimatedFceI to be 1.07. However,more scatteringof

beta radiation is assumedto occur for bismuth-210than for iodine-131because

of the higher beta energy of bismuth-210. We can infer from Nervik and

Stevenson (1952) that FceI is about 1.04 for iodine-131. Here (becauseof

minimal information)we have assumed that FceI has a uniformdistributionwith

a mean of 1.04. The minimum and maximum of the uniformdistributionwere
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assumed,on the basis of professionaljudgment,to be 1.02 and 1.06,

" respectively. [See Hart et al. (1993)for additionaldiscussionand

rationale.] The maximum and minimum values were not computedusing the

formulas for maximum and minimum in SectionA.6 because no informationabout

the mean and SD of FceI was available.

A.12 BUHBER OF DAYS (t) BETWEENSAMPLE COLLECTIONAND cou_

The parametert was not constantduring the period from 1945 to 1946.

However,the dates on which sampling and beta-countingoccurredwere recorded

for most vegetation samples in the original data sheets for both 1945 and 1946

(Bulow 1945; Healy 1945; Dickinson 1946). For this report,uncertaintyanaly-
i

ses were conductedfor only two samples:one that was both collected and

countedon December 20, 1945 (Healy 1945), and another that was both collected

and countedon July 15, 1946 (Dickinson1946). The exact number of hours

between samplecollection and counting for these samples is unknown. We have

assumedhere that neither sample was collectedbefore 8"30 a.m. or after

2:30 p.m. We have also assumedthat neither sample was countedbefore

3'30 p°m. or after 11:30 p.m. Given these assumptions,the minimum number of

hours between sample collection and counting is I ('From2:30 p.m. to

3'30 p.m.), or t = 1/24 = 0.0417 days. The maximum number of hours is 15

(from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.), or t = 15/24 = 0.625 days. The mean number of

hours is 8 (averageof I and 15), or t = 8/24 = 0.333 days. The uniform pdf

was assumedto be applicablefor t in the absenceof detailed information.

Hence, t was assumedto have a uniformpdf with a mean of 0.333 days, a

minimum of 0.0417 days, and a maximum of 0.625 days.

A.13 IODINE-131CORRECTIONFACTOR, Icf

For the December 20, 1945, vegetationsample, the central value of Icfis

specifiedas 0.98 based on dec_xymeasurementsof onsite samplescollected in

1945 for the months of February (Parkerand Gamertsfelder1945),July (Bulow
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1945), and November (Healyand Eisenacher1946). The lower and upper limits

for Icfwere subjectivelyselectedto be 0.90 and 1.0, respectively,taking ,,

into account the fuel cooling times for Novemberand December 1945. [See Mart

et al. (1993)]. The triangularpdf [with lower limit = 0.90, central value

(mode) = 0.98, and upper limit = 1.0] was selectedfor Icfbecause minimal

informationwas available. The uniformpdf was not selected because the mode

(0.98) was not midway betweenthe lower and upper limits.

For the July 15, 1946, vegetation pellet,the triangulardistribution

with a lower limit equal of 0.30, a central value (mode)of o.go, and an upper

limit of 0.95 was selected for Icf. The centralvalue of o.go was selectedon

the basis of historicalvalues of Icfreported by Healy (1948) and Parker

(1948),as well as informationobtained by the HEDR Project and discussed in

Mart et al. (1993). The lower and upper limits were selectedby E. I. Mart on

the basis of professionaljudgment. Becausethere was considerableuncer-

tainty about what value for the lower limit of Icfwas most appropriate,

uncertaintyand sensitivityresults for iodine-131were also obtainedwhen Icf

was assigned lower limits of 0.50 and 0.70. These additionalanalyses a11owed

us to check the sensitivityof the distributionof potential (plausible)

iodine-131concentrationsfor the July 15, 1946, vegetation sample to changes

in this importantparameter.

lt should be noted that the values used in this report for Icfand its

lower and upper limits apply only to vegetationsamples for which the cpm

measurementobtained by the GM counter is not negligibly small. A vegetation

sample for which the cpm measurementwas negligiblysmall would indicatethat

there had been no significantdepositionof iodine-J31on that plant for sev--

eral weeks before sampling. For such samples, the parameter Icfcould be

essentiallyzero, which is less than the lower limits for Icfused in this
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paper. [See Mart et al. (1993) for furtherdiscussion.] The two vegetation

• samples analyzed in this report were selected partly because they did not have

negligiblysmall cpm.
w
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APPENDIX B

¢

• GLOSSARYOF STATISTICALTERMS

B.1 DEFINITIONS

Central (Best Estimate) Value of a Model Parameter

The central (best estimate) value of a model parameter is the single

value considered to be the most representative, which is usually con-

sidered to be the mean, median, or modeof the set of possible values.

Coefficient of Determination (R2)

The quantity Rz x 100 is the percentageof the total variationof the

dependentvariable (parameter),V, that is explainedby a multiple

linear regressionof V on the other variablesin the regressionmodel.

In this report,the dependent variableV representsthe computedvegeta-

tion iodine-131concentration. The "othervariables"are the parameters

in the model used to calculateV.

Computer SimulationStudy

A computer simulationstudy is one in which the value of a mode] output

variable is computedmany times, each time using a new vector (set) of

input parametervalues,which are generatedusing a computer. In this

report, the iodine-131concentrationfor a specificvegetationsample is

computed 1000 times, each time using a new set of computer-generated

values for the input parameters. Tiledistributionof 1000 concen-

trations for a given vegetation samplereflectsthe uncertaintiesabout

the values of model parameters.

Correlation Coefficient

A correlationcoefficientmeasures the degree of linear association

between two variables. A positive correlationcoefficient (i.e.,one

between 0 and I) indicatesthat there is a tendency for the value of one

variable to be relativelylarge when the value of the other variable is



relatively large. A negative correlation(i.e.,one between 0 and -I)

indicatesa tendency for the value of one variable to be relatively

large when the value of the other variable is relativelysmall.

Uncorrelatedvariableshave a correlationof 0. In this report, the

parameters in the model to compute iodine-131concentrationsare random

variablesthat have either a zero or positive correlationwith other

variables.

Cumulative Distribution Function (cdf) of a Variable

The cumulative distributionfunction (cdf) gives the probabilitythat

the variable takes on values less than or equal to various specified

values. A graph of the cdf is useful for quicklydeterminingthese

probabilities. Figures6 and 7 in this report are estimated cdfs for

the variable "iodine-131concentrations."

Deterministic Predicted (DP) Value of a Model

The deterministic predicted (DP) value of a model is the value that is

obtained when the central (best estimate) value of each parameter is

used in the model. In this report, the DP value for the model [Equation

(5)] used to compute iodine-131 concentrations, V, for two vegetation

samples is computed.

Latin Hypercube Sampling

Latin HypercubeSampling is a method of selectingmultiple sets of model

parametervalues for use in a computer simulationstudy to computr

multiple values of the model output. In this report, the method

involveddividing the specifiedpdf of each model parameter 'into1000

intervalsof equal probability,randomly selectinga value from each

intervalfor each parameter,and appropriatelypairing these values to

obtain 1000 sets of random parametervalues.

Mean

The mean refers to the arithmetic average of a set of values.
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Median

, The median of a probabilitydensity function is that number X5 which has

!he property that a randomlyobtained observationwill be less than X.5
,,,' _ ,/

/with probabilityno greater than 0 5, and will exceed X 5 with prob-
i

_ abilityno greater than 0.5. The median of a data set is the middle

value when the sample 'isorderedfrom smallest to largest. If the num-

ber of values is even, the median is thc;averageof the two middle val-

ues in the ordered array of values.

Mode

The mode of a probabilitydensity function is tilehighestpoint on the

graph of the function. Probabilitydensity functionscan have secondary

modes. A secondarymode is a local maximum (high) point on the graph of

the density function. The mode of a data set is the data value that

occurs most frequently. Secondarymodes of a data set can also occur.

Model Val Idatlon

Model validation is a processof comparingmodel predictionswith field

observationsand experimentalmeasurementsthat are independentof the

measurementsused to develop the model. A model may be consideredvali-

dated when sufficienttestinghas been performed to ensure an acceptable

level of predictive accuracy (agreementbetween predictionsand measure-

ments) for the range of conditionsover which the model may be applied.

The acceptablelevel of accuracy is a judgmental issue and will vary

dependingon the specific prablemor question to be addressed.

MonotonicRelationshipBetweenTwo V_rlables

Two variables,say X and Y, have a monotonicrelationshipif X

increases,decreases, nonincreases,or nondecreasesas Y increasesin

value.

Normal (Gaussian)ProbabilityDensity Function (pdf)

A normal pdf is symmetricand has the general shape of a bell (hence it

is often called the bell curve). The mathematicaldefinitionof a nor-

mal pdf is given by Iman and Shortencarier(1984,p. 16), IAEA (198g,
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p. 73), and most statisticstext books. In this report, severalpara-

meters (variables)of the model to compute iodine-131concentrationsare

assumed to have a normal pdf.

ParameterUncertalnty Analysis

Parameteruncertaintyanalysis is a quantitativeanalysiswhereby the

uncertaintyof each parameter in a model 'iscarried through the model to

estimate the uncertaintyin the model output that arises from the uncer-

tainties or variabilitiesof the model parameters. In this report,the

uncertaintyof parametersin the model given by Equation (5) is carried

through to estimate the uncertaintyin the iodine-131concentration.

Partial Rank CorrelationCoefficient(PRCC)

The partial rank correlationcoefficient(PRCC)measures the correlation

between the ranks of the measurementsof two variableswhen the effect

of some other ranked variable on which they both depend is removed. The

definition of the expression "ranks of measurements"is given in this

glossary. The PRCC indicates,on the basis of a multiple linear regres-

sion analysis,which variables in the regressionmodel are most corre-

lated with computedoutput of the model. The multiple linear regression

is performedon the ranks (integersI, 2, 3,...) of the values of the

variables rather than on their numericalvalues. In this report,the

variablesin the regressionmodel are the parameters in Equation (5)

that are used to compute iodine-131concentrations.

Percentileof the Distributionof a Variable

The pth percentileof the distributionof a variable is Xp, such that at

most p percent of the values of the variable are less than or equal to

Xp, and at most (100 - p) percent of the values are greater than Xpo

ProbabilityDensity Function (pdf) of a Variable

The probabilitydensity function (pdf) is a rual-valuedfunction for

assigningprobabilitiesto ranges of values of a random variable. In

this report, the parametersof the model [Equation(5)] used to compute
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iodine-131concentrationsare variables. This report uses normal

' (Gaussian),uniform, and triangularpdfs.

RandomVariable

A random variable is a function that assignsreal numbers to the set of

possible outcomes of an experiment.

Ranks of Measurements

The ranks of measurements are the integers 1, 2, 3, ... assigned to

measurements tha_ have been put in order from smallest to largest, with

the smallest measurement assigned rank of 1, the next smallest

measurement assigned the rank of 2, and so on.

SensitivityAnalysls

A sensitivityanalysis,as performed in this report, consists of using

the resultsof the uncertaintyanalyses in a multiple linear regression

analysis to determinewhich model parameterscontributethe most uncer-

tainty to the model prediction. A sensitivityanalysis is conductedto

determinethe effect on a model output (i.e.,a prediction)of changes

or perturbationsin the values of one or more model parameters

(Liebetrauand Scott 1991). As stated by IAEA (1989, p. 18), "A

sensitivityanalysisis used to identifythe componentsof a model that

are potentiallyimportantcontributorsto predictiveuncertainty." If

the model output is sensitiveto a particularparameter,then a change

in the value of that parameterwill cause an importantchange in the

model output. In this report,the "modeloutput" is the computed

vegetation iodine-131concentration,V, obtained using Equation (5).

Standard Oevi ati on (SD)

The standarddeviation (SD) is a measure of the variabilityor spread of

a set of measurementsor values. A data set that has a large standard

deviationhas more spread than a data set that has a small standard

deviation. In this report,the SD of the values of some model para-

meters is specifiedor estimated (see AppendixA). Also, the SD of 1000
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values of iodine-131vegetationconcentrations[computedusing Equation

(5)] is presented in Tables I, 3, and 5.

Triangularpdf

The mathematicaldefinitionof a triangularpdf is given by Iman and

Shortencarier(1984, pp. 20-23), IAEA (1989,p. 72), and PNL (1991,

p.B.9). A triangularpdf has the shape of a triangle. In this report,

severalparameters (variables)of the model to compute iodine-131con-

centrationsare assumed to have triangulardistributions.

Uniform (Rectangular) Probability Density Function (pdf)

If a random variable has a uniform pdf, all values of the random vari-

able between the specified minimum and maximumvalues are equally likely

to occur. The uniform pdf has the shape of a rectangle. The mathe-

matical definition of a uniformpdf is given by Iman and Shortencarier

(1984,pp. 18), IAEA (1989,p. 71), and PNL (1991, p. B-8). In this

report, severalparameters (variables)of the model to compute iodine-

131 concentrationsare assumedto have uniformdistributions.
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